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Night recaptured
A crowd rallies in Barden
Park Friday night to protest
violence in the community.
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Staff regeneration
A record number of faculty
and staff are retiring after
spring quarter.
•
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Thieves plunder University Chronicle newsstands
Staff re-prints issue with 'help from
by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

A controversial letter to the editor
may have been the motive for the theft
of the Friday edition of University
Chronicle from distribution sites across
campus.
A majority of the circulation was
stolen from the drop-off points around
campus Thursday night About 5,000
copies were missing.
On the Opinion's Page of the stolen
issue of University Chronicle, there
was a letter written by sophomore
Christina
Burton-Prust
which
mentioned Delta Zeta Sorority and

St. Cloud Times, Sauk Centre. Web Printing

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
On Sunday, about 300 copies of
University Chronicle were found by
University Public Safety in a trash bin
behind the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
house located at 722 8th Ave. S.
Matthew Kilian, fonner president of
SCS' Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
chapter and public relations chairman,
said it was one individual within the
Delta Sigma Phi who was involved in
the incident.
"We identified who it was and
(Monday) we wi ll make him turn
himself in," Kilian said.
The individual was gone for the
weekend and di~ not know of the

charges brought against him, Kilian
said. The individual is on probation
with the fraternity as of Sunday night,
he said.
Kilian said as far as he knows it was
not a conspiracy between Delta Zeta
anti Delta Sigma Phi.
"This was the act of just one
individual." Kilian said. 'Tm sure it
was as a result of the letter."
Lila Bonpstetter, former president of
Delta Zeta sorority and member, said
she had heard of the theft, but that it
was not done by any members of the
organization.
"No member of Delta Zeta took the
Chronicles," Bonnstetter said.

Burton-Prust, a former member of
Delta Zeta whose letter stirred up the
controversy, said she saw members of
Delta Zeta with issues of the University
Chronicle Thursday night, but Delta
Zeta denied these accusations.
About 3,000 issues were reprinted by
Sauk Centre Web Printing with
fi~ancial- assistance from the St. Cloud
Times. [t was re-distributed Friday
night to several sites on campus.
The theft is under investigation by
University Public Safety. Anyone with
information should ca11 UPS at 2554357 or the University Chronicle
editor's Office at 255-2449. PeoJ)Ie with
information may remain confidential.

·Candidates debate
campus issues

Reflecting fun

by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor
Student Government presidential and vicepresidential candidates had their first debate
Thursday morning on the Atwood Memorial
Center Mall.
The debate lasted an hour. It gave the
candidates a chance to introduce their platfonn
to students and students a chance to discuss
issues with the candidates they deemed
important.
The five candidates for president, Robert
Swanson, Amy Nord, Bill Huston, William
Littlejohn and Chris Herrmann , .were all present.
Five of the six vice presidential candidates,
Angeline Loh, John Radel; John Root, Jake
Sedlacek and Robert Stromberg were also there.
Two issues that were discussed by all
candidates were child care and student activity
fees.
The presidential candidates all seemed to be
ih favor-of having child care in some way or
another on campus.
"That's one of the services we can't afford tff
cut," Littlejohn said.
He said the university must keep their child
care in order to attract nontraditional students
around and keep enrollment up.
Chris Herrmann agreed with Littlejohn. He
said child care is important to this campus, and
it is something which they cannot afford to lose.
Bill Huston and Robert Swanson said child
care at the university has to be restructured in
some way to give all students equal access to.
Huston said the fees students have to pay for
child care should remain the sil.me, and the fees
faculty members pay should increase. · Huston
also said a system with the College of Education
in the early childhood program should try to be
constructed, which would offer studen ts a
chance to get experience in the Child Care
Center through that program.

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Ariana Heying, 3, and her mother Nancy, senior, are all smiles as Sharon Ko~nig ("Patches" the clown)
shows them a balloon hat in a mirr~:>r Sunday at the Mississippi Music Fest in Halenbeck Hall.

Girl sexually assaulted near bicycle trail
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
St. Cloud police believe a 12-year-old St. Cloud girl was
the victim of an apparent sexual assault while riding her
bicycle along the trails that run beside the Mississippi
River south of campus on the afternoon of April 29.
The girl told police on Wednesday that she had been
riding her bicycle on the trails just north of Island View
Drive when a man approached and knocked her off. He
then pushed up her shirt and fondled her breasts before she
managed to break free and ride away.
Police reports describe the suspect as being between 18
and 20 years old, about 6 feet tall and approximately 200
pounds. He is described as being heavyset with a pudgy
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face, stubby nose and large ears. The girl told police he
was wearing a blue stocking cap, a dark-colored baggy
jacket and very baggy black jeans on the day the assault
allegedly occurred.
Cav.t. Leonard Smallwood, public infonnation director
for the St. Cloud Police Department, said no arrests have
been made, and the matfer is still under investigation.
'Toe description we have of the suspect is a pretty
generic one right now," Smallwood said. "It could fit 500
to 1,000 guys."
The bicycle trails are utilized by many SCS students.
Smallwood said he feels Confident they are basically safe,
but people should take precautions to protect themselves
by walking or biking in groups and avoiding strangers.
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March helps students take back the night Organizations
by Monica Erion
Staff writer
If people are not part of the solution,
they are not just part of the problem,
they arc the problem.
This was among the thoughts shared
during the speak out at Take Back the
Night Friday evening. The event
provided iin opportunity for people to
unite in protest of violent acts against
women and children and to break the
silence by sharing their experiences.
"People aren't alone in the effort to
end violence, and they aren't alone in
being the only ones touched by
violence," said Lei! LaDue, coordinator
of Sexual Assault Services at the
Women's Center.
As the band '"The Four of Us" played
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
music, members of the crowd looked at
displays and participated in activities set Debra Klein; St. Cloud Cathedral High School junior, and CHS senior
up at Barden Park. Some looked at T- Jolynn Schlichting listen to the band " The Four of Us" during the
shirts from the Clothesline Project, while ·Take Back the Night rally Friday night in Barden Park.
others helped make signs for the march. one of them," she said.
she confronted him. She said he
WATCH sold food and T-shirts to help
Green related how she pulled herself apologized and said, "It was only a game,
fund its mission to monitor the courts and her son out of a violent marriage you know." Helen provided insight from
and hold them accountable in cases after three years of abuse. "As I began to her experience for others who have been
involving violence against women and respect myself more, my husband sexually abused. "For anyone who
children.
disrespected me more," she said. He was thinks they have recovered, you may not
The rally and speak out began at 7:30 mad al her for breaking up the family, have recovered, because your body still
p.m. with an introduction by Tami Spry, receiving child support and thought she remembers 51 years later," she said.
professor of speech communication. was weak for not staying together
A fe~ men spoke reference to friends
"Tonight we are men and women who through· the problems, she said in her and girlfriends who had been raped. One
have come to speak our truths and speech. Green said she will complete her man shed light on !he issue that sexual
silences," she said.
abuse crosses gender lines. He said he
self-fulfilling prophecy to survive.
SCS senior Shana Moses gave the
Audience members of all ages related was sexually· assaulted in the eighth
feature presentation during the rally. She their experiences with assault during the grade.
described a woman being beaten in a car speak out. A Woman named Helen said
Many of the people who spoke said
who reached out screaming, falling to •she had never spoken out before, but their parents :µ1d fami ly members did
the ground. "He strikes her. Bastard! shared her experience of incest.
not believe !hem. LaDue said this is due
How meticulously he beats her," she
She said she made a t-shirt for the to ignorance and believing in myths. "If
said as part of her speech.
Clothesline Project earlier in !he evening someone believes only people that are
SCS student Teresa Gre~n gave a which stated "In memory of my bad are affected by rapes, then those
speech on self-concept which she had childhood ages 5-12. In memory of the people are in denial that it can happen to
done for class. "Seventy-five percent or family reunions I cannot attend."
anyone," she said.
more of women will . experience
Helen said she was sexually abused by
domestic abuse in their lifetime. I am her brother. When she was 48 years old,
See March/Page 7

must apply for
recognition
by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

In
Thursday
meeting, Student
Government passed a bill detailing the
requirements of organizations once they
have been recognized, how the rerecognition process works and how an
organization could lose recognition.
To be initially recognized, a student
organization must submit an ilpplication
for full or conditional recognition to
University Organizations in Atwood
Memorial Center.
When an organization has been
recognized, it must follow 11 guidelines:
□ The organization must submit
immediately, in writing, any changes of
officers or advisers.
□ The organization must submit a
quarterly list to University Organiz_ations
by the third Week of the quarter.
□ . Officers and voting members must
be students at SCS.
□ A minimum of five students are
needed for conditional recognition, and a
minimum of 10 students are needed for
full recognition.
□ Seventy-five percent of the students
beyond the initial five members must be
students.
□ The organization must practice
nondiscrimination in recruiting members.
□ One student must be delegated as an
official to the Student Representative
Assembly.
□ All members of the organization
must act responsibly as a member of the
university both on and off campus.
□ Use of the university name in
association with the organization's name
no way implies university endorsement of
organizations activities.
□ The organization must inform
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ University Organizations of upcoming
events.
□ All student organizations must
develop a constitution or by-laws by the
by Frank Rajkowski
" We have the right to enter a first day of t_he quarter following
News editor
student's dorm room to conduct recognition.
When does a student's right to privacy end and the maintenance repair and to ensure
Student Government and the directory
of University Organizations will
university's right to promote safety and protect its own
compliance
with
university withdiaw the recognition if they fail to
property begin?
. .Recent events at SCS have caused some to ask that question, regulations. "
meet the above requirements, if they fail
meet their financial obligations of the
and the answer, it turns out, varies depending on the situation.
- Mike Hayman to
university or if they fail to meet a
Richard Fraze, professor of law at the University of
director of residential life recommendation by the University
Minnesota, said the Supreme Court has ruled that high school
Board or the
Student
officials have certain powers (such as unlimited access to a quietude, recovery of university-owned property and to Judicial
student's locker if they feel th.at student may be hiding enforce compliance with rules and regulations."
Government Judicial Committee.
·
An amendment was added to this bill
something) that transcend a studenl's constitutional rights.
Mike Hayman, director of residential life, said that clause
However, he said, those same powers do not necessarily.. allows university officials to enter a student's room. However,
by
the
members
which states,
"organizations requesting full recognition
extend to universities.
he said, it does not allow the university to conduct searches
"In most cases involving high school students, the court has without a student's consent.
that have 60 percent or more members in
ruled that because those students Were minors, the school has
an organization that has current full
"We have the right to enter a student's dorm room to
more control over them, and thus, their constitutional rights conduct maintenance repair and to ensure compliance with
recognition status and shares a similar
are lessened," Fraze said. "However, as a constitutional matter,' university regulations," Hayman said. ''That doesn't mean we
purpose may be refused recognition."
"These changes have been a long time .
the courts would have to say that most college students are, for have the right to conduct unlimited searches. That's not a right
the purposes of criminal law, adults. Eighteen years old would the university has unless they gain a student's consent."
coming," said Michael Arulfo, Cultural
Diversity Committee chairman. "This
be the turning point as far as the rights of the student and the
When University Public Safety conducted a drug raid in
will serve students better in that it will
rights the university has over them, which would lessen."
Stearns Hall April 18, they asked for and received consent to
However, Fraze said in many situations, students sign search several students' rooms. Mark Petrick, University
make them more responsible in their
residence hall rental agreements which allow the university Public Safety director, said that had those students declined the
conduct and how they run their
meetings."
access to st4dents' rooms.
university the right to search !heir rooms, the university would
In other news at the meeting, a
"A lot of college situations would fall under the area of have been forced to call the St. Cloud police, who would have
implied consent," Fraze said. "That is, did they sign obtained a search warrant.
resolution was introduced which would
involve
Student
Government
agreements that imply consent to unlimited entry in order to
"The police would have to coriduct the search, and we have
recommending to the city the installation
get their housing?"
had to do that in the past," Petrick said. "It's the student who
Students who rent residence hall rooms at SCS sign a really loses when that happens, because you have university
of stop signs on the east and west side of
Eighth Street South and Second Avenue
housing contract that contains such a clause. It reads: "The matters and you have criminal matters, and a lot of the time
lessor, its officers, employees and agents shall have the right to they can be kept separate."
South.
enter upon said premises at reasonable times for the purpose of
inspection and repair, preservation of health, safety and
See Rights/Page 8

Resident's rights vary depending on situation
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St. Cloud Police arrest
student following raid
The residence halls continue to be the target of drug raids
by University Public Safety and as a result of a raid on one
residence halJ last Thursday, a SCS student has been taken
into police custody.
Mark Petrick! UPS director, said the police were called
because of the presence of metliamphetamine among the
drug paraphernalia found in the student's room.
"We evaluate what we take in and if we just have small
amounts of marijuana we have sanctions here that allow
residential life to deal with it," Petrick said. "With this
individual
the ante was raised when the
methamphetamine was found. We found things that were
above the norm. Not that drug use is normal. We don't
want it on our campus."
UPS was also called to deal with a situation Friday
afternoon in a parking lot outside Steams Hall when a 21year-old SCS student was alledgedly seen slapping an
unidentified srudent. Petrick said the matter has been
forwarded to the university's judicial review.

SRA presents faculty
~ppreciation awards
The Student Representative Assembly will present its
faculty appreciation awards to one faculty .member from
each of the colleges at 4 p.m. Wednesday in Atwood
Memorial Center Little Theatre.
This i& the first year SRA has had the awards. Thirty total
faculty members were nominated by students, and one
facuJty member from each of the five colleges was selected
for the award.
To be nominated, the faculty had to have a student or
student organization write an essay 300 words or less
explaining why they should be considered for the awards.
Any adjunct instructors, fixed-term faculty or full-time
professors were eligible for the awards.
Plaques will be handed out to the winners, and there wiU
be a reception following the awards.
The winners were selected for their contributions to the
student body and how they presented the information to
the student executive board.
For more information, contact Tim Flanigan, SRA
presi?ent, at 255-4863.

Debate:

Fees dominate discussion

Amy Nord ·offered a different
alternative for child care. She
said since the state laws limit the
number of children which can be
admitted to the Chi ld Care
Center, the university should
look for a different approach.
"What I'think would be a good
idea is to privatize the child care
and perhaps subsidize it," Nord
said. 'That would probably be
the best way to keep student
activity fees down."
The
vice
presidential
candidates all said they were in
favor of the Child· Care Center
with hopes for changes that
would make it more friendly to
students.
The student activity fees issue
was brought up at the debate, as
well as possible user fees for
Heath Services and other
services offered at SCS.
Huston said there is a potential
for the user fees, but it is not
something that can be used too
much. lf user fees are too high,
students will not use the facilities
much either, he said.

from Page 1

" Once you start taking, away
things we can do for you, what are
you going to be left with?"
- Jake Sedlacek
vice-presidential candidate
"You have to do a little give
and take," Huston said. "You
need to look at innovative ways
of keeping student fees low,_ and
this is one possible way."
Herrmann and Littlejohn also
said the user fees may help
reduce student activity fees.
Littlejohn said students have
to find the areas of student use
and determine whether or not
they should be included in the
student activity fee or in a user
fee.
Nord and Swanson disagreed
with the idea of having user fees,
because the students will have to
pay activity fees regardless, and
students will be angry if they
have to pay a second fee.
"There's almost no way to

effectively gauge, on this
~ampus, who uses what the most
and what is the most important,"
Nord said. "Everything is
important in a different ~ay to
somebody else."
Swanson said keeping the
student activity fees at the
present level is the appropriate
way to deal with the issue, and
adding user fees will not help.
The
vice
presidential
candidates, despite Sedlacek
thought the user fees would be a
possible alternative to geuing the
fees down.
"Once you start taking away
things we can do for you, what
are you going to be left with?"
Sadlacek said.

Flatwater paddling primer
planned for Friday
A session on paddling techniques used in flatwater or
lake canoeing will take place from 3-7 p.m. Friday at
Warner Lake.
The group will be leaving the Atwood Outings Center at
3 p.m. The session is a primer in the paddling teclmiques
used in flatwater or lake canoeing.
This session will be a hands-on session at a local lake and
will include a barbeque. The session will also cover
transporting canoes and canoe recovery.
All participants will get the hands-on experience
necessary. For more information, contact University
Programming Board's Outings and Recreation Committee
at 255--2205.

Corrections
Cl In the May 2 edition of University Chronicle in an
article on page one, Jason Waldowski was in<orrectly
referred to as a Student Government senator.
Q University Chronicle will correct all errors occurring in
its news articles. If you find a problem with a story - an
error of fact"Or point :requiring clarification - please call
(320) 255-4086,

e

Get your picture taken with
"The Big Cheese" in The Market
Tuesday May 7th 11a.m - 1p.m,

Introducing Cheese Fries
for only $1.49
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COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL BOARD:
MICHAEL KOEHLER
RYANVOZ
PAUL WAIT
SARAH TIECK

Editorial
Newspaper thieves

Newspaper heist fails to
censor, silence the press
Thieves and censors.
As complaints about the lack 9f papers available in
stands
bombarded the office of University Chronicle Friday morning, it
became apparent to us that something was wrong. We soon learned
thieves had stolen something that is created for and belongs to
students.
Thankfully, all was not lost- generous supporters at the St.
Cloud Times and Sauk Centre Web Printing saved the day.
What information contained in the May 3 issue of University
Chronicle was so damaging to warrant the theft of about 5,000
newspapers? What did the thieves not want their peers to discover?
Censorship is the worst kind of cowardice, and theft is just plain
low. The guilty persons responsible for the disappearance of the

the

papers simply proved the validity of the information they were
trying so desperately to hide, to stop, to cover up.
Journalism is about freedom, accuracy, objectivity and honesty.
The articles presented in University Chronicle represent these
journalistic ideals to the best of our abilities as students.
While reading the published information, it is important to note
varying definitions of the material published within the Chronicle.
An editorial, found in the CommentaT)' section, states an opinion
or a position on a chosen topic and is normally the opinion of the
paper's editorial board. The essay, which appears to the right of
this editorial, is the opinion of an individual writer. Letters, found
on the opinions page, are the personal opinions of the letter writers,
not the paper.
An article, found in sections throughout the paper, is an
unbiased account of events and issues. The term article cannot be
used to identify an editorial, essay or letter.
Misunderstanding of these terms has produced many angry
letters written to the editor. The nature of the Opinions section is to
create a forum for the sharing of ideas and issues. Freedom is a
key word to remember when reading the Opinions section.
Everyone has the right to respectfully, and openly argue their
opinion.
The staff of University Chronicle would like to thank Don Casey,
executive editor of the St. Cloud Times, for financial assistance and
Joe and Penny Carlson, owners of Sauk Centre Web printing, for
reprinting of 3,000 copies of the paper. These supporters helped to
protect and foster freedoms and rights guaranteed in the
Constitution.
And, a message tQ the sniveling, cowardly, lurking garbage that
hoisted the paper: Nothing will stop the truth from coming out.
Freedom of the p~ess and freedom of speech prevail against
incredible odds.
You cannot prevent us from doing our journalistic duty. As you
have now discovered, it is very difficult to silence the press.
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Purloined papers pique press
Guest essay by Michael Vadnie,University Chronicle adviser
"Censorship is the sincerest
form of vanity."

Martha Graham, 1991
"Newspaper theft is petty,
insidious selfishness."

Michael Vadnie, 1996
Thursday night, 120 SCS
mass communications majors
and faculty members
gathered at O'Hara's for a
scholarship banquet to
celebrate academics,
initiative and unbridled
communication.
Halfway across town the
same evening, a selfrighteous pack of anonymous
braindeads decided to deny
peers their twice-weekly dose
of student journalism, indeed
this university's historical
snapshot.
Some 5,000 University
Chronicle May 3 editions
were stolen.
If such stupidity had been
successful, it would have
denied our campus
community of 20 pages of
news, features, sports and
consumer advertising - not
to mention a dynamite cover
photo of teen blues sensation
Jonny Lang.
What's wrong with this
First Amendment scenario?
This ill-conceived idea to
steal a campus newspaper is
neither novel nor logical.
It's not novel because it has
happened at other U.S.
campuses in recent years, and
it happened in the late 1980s
at SCS, top.
The same juvenile
newspapef thieves would be
greatly offended, rightfully
so, if their First Amendment

. " Even terrorist groups have
enough courage to claim
responsibility for their low-life
actions."
free speech rights or free
religion rights were so
blatantly violated - whether
by the government or by
some extre_mist group.
The action of these covert
cowards - who chose to
react to something they
apparently did not appreciate
in the newspaper by
committing a crime rather
than expressing a contrary
view in the same open forum
- is about as logical in the
"marketplace of ideas"
atmosphere of a campus as
burning books.
Even terrorist groups have
enough courage to claim
responsibility for their lowlife actions.
However, for every
instance of insanity, there
often is a silver lining. In this
case, it deserves mention that
University Chronicle had the
benefit of colleagues in the
professional community as
well as commitment by a
Chronicle leader.
When this episode of petty
thievery became known on
Friday, the first call to arms
came from Don Casey,
executive editor of the St.
Cloud Times. "As a matter of
principle," he said in a phone
call, "we'll do whatever we
can to help you. This is not
right."
A call to the campus
newspaper printer in Sauk

Centre yielded a similar
response'. "H0w many copies
do you need? We want to do
our part," responded Joe
Carlson, print shop owner.
The only University
Chronicle staffer within
earshot, next year's editor
Eric Hedlund, said simpl}',
'Tm open to any ideas. I'm
available to help. Count on
it."
To make a long story short,
within a few hours on a late
Frida)' afternoon:
□ Our printer agreed to run
and to deliver 3,000
newspapers;
0 The local Gannett
newspaper editor agreed
to pay for the costs of the
extra press run;
□ The incoming editor
personally agreed to meet
the truck and then
delivered the newspapers
to the student union and
dormitories;
□ And, perhaps, the thieves
had a bonfire.
Thanks to our supporters.
Your efforts meant a lot to
our journalism students, and
most important, to our
readers.
And if the University
Chronicle May 3, 1996,
"collectors edition" thieves
are reading this today,
possibly with the help of
someone who can read: In
your face!
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OPINIONS
Student Government elections bree~ political mudslinging
Yes, it's that time Of the year

campuses. This Illeans we can

concentrated through their

· each campus. This will leave us,

problem with the internal politics

again, time for the Student

have alcohol on state property,

position on the Board of MS USA

the students, to unite and

and mudslinging revolving, prior

Government elections. In these
days of mudslinging, I am
writing to address the untruths a
certain editor of the Chronicle
wrote about me.
I have expected and seen
mudslinging by the other
candidates, but from the
university's newspaper, it's not
only irresponsible, but wrong.
Foremost, I'm going to explain
how WE WILL HAVE A WET
CAMPUS. Currently, contrary to
popular belief, THERE IS NO
STATE LAW TO PREVENT A
WET CAMPUS. The people who
have been spreading the myth
that there is, are irresponsible and
out of order.
There once was the school
house law, which is _what others
seem to forget can no longer ban
alcohol on state university

which has also been a
misconception being spread by
the uninfonned. If those people
who say alcohol is not allowed
on state property had simply
looked into what they were
saying (e.g. perhaps talk to ,
administration), they would have
found that there is no law
banning alcohol on State
University campuses.
The real reason as to why we
don't have a wet canl}:ms lies with
MnSCU. MnSCU is a board of
15 members who make policies
regarding the state University
system. MnSCU has been talking
about leaving the decision of
allowing a wet campus up to the
individual campuses. We could
have had this take place a long
time ago had our former Student
Government presidents

to push for what students want,

convince administration to give

which is more campus-related
decisions lo be made on campus.
Unfortunately, SCS Student
Government seems to have lost
touch with the students' desires.
They have not pushed for a wet
campus in the past, because they
simply didn't want to work for
what students wanted. They have
an attitude "we were elected,
therefore who cares what the
students want. We are the ones in
position an.d will do w.hat ever we
please, but this isn't a
dictatorship, it's democracy in it,
finest fonn."
Talking to administration on
campus, I found out that MnSCU
had been speaking favorably with
administration about leaving
policy to allow the decision to
allow alcohol on campus up to

in. I already have a lot of support
and don't see this as a major
obstacle. Thus, we will have a
wet campus.
Now that I've explained how
close we are to getting it, I'd like
to clarify some problems I hitd
with the editorial the Chronicle
wrote concerning myself. First,
there are five candidates running
for Student Government
president, please, be fair and at
least mention all five of us.
Second, the Chronicle has a
reporter at every Student
Government meeting who knew I
was going to be at a MSUSA
conference from Friday (the day
the article was printed) until
Sunday evening, after the
deadline to submit a letter to set
things straight. Finally, I have a

to, during and after this article.
Just vote for the candidate who
will represent you and your
interests. I have the experience at
MSUSA which is necessary for
the president and is also the
reason why I was at the MSUSA
conference over the weekend
instead of campaigning. The
choice is yours. Know the facts,
which I urge you find from a
credible source. This should
decide which candidate to vote
for, not which one has so little to
say themself that they must make
unifonned criticisms of other
candidates' platfonns.

AD, REACT,

WRITE!

SEE YOUR
PINION IN

RINT!

(unless someone
steals itJ
Cowardly e-mail thief starts letter war
using stolen account to send messages
I would like to take this time to
apologize to Ryan Murray. In
the last issue of the Chronicle,
I lashed out at Ryan for the
opinion letter published in his
name in the April 30th issue of
this paper. Although I still
mean what I said, it was
brought to my attention that
Ryan was not actuaJly the
author, that someone else
somehow gained access to

Ryan's ligger account and
composed the letter in his
name. My opinion letter is
intended for the anonymous
writer, who did not have the
courage to place his/her name
on his/her own work. Ryan, if
you were not the author of that
opinion letter, I am sorry for
lashing out at you. I suggest
you find out who broke into
your account and turn him/her

into University Public Safety.
Then, this person might finally
realize that University Public
Safety actually does do their
job, and unfortllnately for the
Cowardly author, does it well.

Christopher Jacobson
senio r
criminal justice

Chris Herrmann
freshman
undecided

International students merit
trust and consideration
The recent drug bust on campus has probably stirred everybody as
it has the international community. There was an article in Ulliversity
Chronicle in which international students, along with the international
student advisor and a professor from the English department,
expressed their views on the issue.
This letter is in response to the remarks made by Mr. Roland
Fischer, international student adviser. He said the international
students were-less likely to get involved with drugs as they were at a
higher risk of being caught, because the Immigration and
Naturalization Service had their files with their photographs and
fingerprints in them. Even though I don't believe this is one of the
reasons why most of the international students stay away from drugs,
I am not going to argue about that.
My main concern is INS. Consider whatever Mr. Fischer told the
Chronicle is accurate (as it should be, because he is the principal
translator of INS rules and regulations for SCS international students).
My question is how did INS get hold of our fingerprints'? I was
never asked to submit my fingerprints. Can they lega1ly get our
fingerprints without written consent? Who gave them the right to
treat us with such distrust, disrespect and irreverence when
international students from all over the world bring money, cultural
diversity and global experience to almost every campus across this
country. We certainly do not deserve to be treated as future criminals
when most of us are not even security risks to the well-being of this
nation.
As an international student, I don't think this is fair. I would like to
request all international student organizations on campus to call INS
and let them know our reaction to this sensitive issue.
A.K. Muhumtnad Masud
junior
electrical engineering

Residence hall marijuana usage is not a serious campus problem
1his letter is written in regard to the ongoing battle about the current campus
drug-busts.
The first thing that I would like to point out is that if Mr. Jacobson, a criminal
justice major, would do some homework of his own, other than ignorantly absorbing
the propaganda that most textbooks spoon-feed us when it comes to marijuana, he
may find that there are most definitely more serious offenses going on. For the
record, I do mean on this campus.
Don't think that what I'm saying is that campus security should turn the other
cheek, I really don't believe that they would ever do that. What I am saying is that
with reports of actual sexual assaults going on ON YOUR CAMPUS the security
should be spending as much, if not more time making sure people, especially women
getting assaulted, are safe.

Mr. Jacobson also Wanted proof of these assaults. I urge him to talk to the
Women's Center, and if they don't convince him, maybe he really does prefer to
pretend that the real problem on this campus is marijuana.
If this is the case, he can let me know when the next marijuana user hurts someone
else. He can also inform me the next time a sexual offender who HAS hurt someone
is caught, and convicted.

Karin Roth
freshman
English
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Professor wins award for editing
book about homosexuality
by Bill Schroeder
Staff writer
Jeff
Ringer,
associate
professor
of
speech
communication, has received
the 1995 Myers Center Award
for editing the book "Queer
. Words, Queer Images."
The book is a collection of
·essays by authors from around
the United States.
"This book is an indication of
a literary contribution in a field
that needs more positive
awareness," said Judith Litterst,
chairwoman
of
speech
communication.
"I'm not surprised by Jeff's
action. It shows what an
unselfish, caring individual that
he is," Litterst said. "What he
has done in terms of this
campus for awareness of gay
and lesbian rights has been
outstanding. He is definitely a
leader in his field."
"Queer
Words,
Queer
Images" looks at five areas
concerning gays, lesbians and
homophobia. Each area is
assigned a chapter in the book.
One
chapter
is
titled,
"Portrayals of Gay Men and
Lesbians in the Media," another
is "Coming · Out in the
Classroom."

" This book is an indic~tion of
a literary contribution in a
field that needs more positive
awareness. "
·
Judith Litterst
chairwoman of speech
communication department
not easy. Ringer ' requested
essays
at
.a
speech
comt;nunication meeting. When
he was ready to begin piecing
the essays together he had
collected about I 00.
"Most of the authors were
professors, but there was one
grad student," Ringer said.
"Most of the authors were
speech
communication
professors, but some mass
communications
professors
contributed to the media
section."
The essays are f_rom schools
all over the United States
including Ohio State University,
University of New Mexico,
California State University and
University of Houston.
The Myers Center · presents
annual awards for the best
writings about intolerance of
bigotry in North America.

Ringer was directing an
overseas program in Aalborg,
Denmark as a part of the Speech
Communication Program when
he received the award.
'The book was finished in
1994. The award was given in
-December when I was in
Denmark," Ringer said. "That's
why it took so long for the news
to come out."
Ringer plans to put profits
from the book to good use.
"I'd like to establish an award
for the best essay or best work
in the speech communication
department," Ringer said.
"There are still some details to
workout."
Ringer has plans for another
b.ook that would focus on types
of relationships that couples
develop. He had no definite
time set for the completion of
his next book.
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LaDue said there is a myth that
sexual assaults are committed by
strangers. ''The reality is that it is
usually people they know. The
reality is murderers, batterers and
rapists look like everybody else.
Some would rather live in their
denial," she said.
After the speak out, attendees
marched from Barden Park, through
downtown and back to the park.
Volunteers carried signs in memory
of each of the 45 women and
children that have been killed since
March 1995. The change in
atmosphere was apparent as the
marchers returned to Barden Park.
"It was invigorating. I hope we
made a dent in the fight against
violence against women," senior
Trevor Suckow said. People were
supportive as they marched
downtown, and a few joined the
group in the march back to Barden
Park, he said.
The marchers followed a lit path
once they arrived in Barden Park at
the end of the march. The path was
lit with candles in paper bags. The
paper bags had thoughts and
drawings written on them by people
in attendance.
SCS Senior Tonya Faundeen was
a volunteer for the Clothesline
Project during Take Back the Night.
''This is a great way for all those
people that were in organizations to
support women and children that
have been abused, raped, murdered
or assaulted," she said. "I hope
people that are victims feel they can
come out and get the help that they
need."
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Poor turnout hampers cleanup
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer

A group of students armed with trash bags, work
gloves and garbage spears went out to attack trash
and litter in the community for the annual Clean
Sweep Saturday from noon to 3 p.m.
Thi! event attracted fewer people than it has in
past years, said Diane Billings, Student Government
Urban Affairs Committee chairwoman. The group
was only able to cover about three-fourths of the 78block area scheduled for cleanup because of the
decreased numbers.
"We would have liked to have more organizations
represented here," Billings said. "When they
commit to an event like this, they should follow
through."
The event was held in conjunction with the
Adopt-A-Bl~ck program which has received
statewide recognition, including a certificate of
commendation from the governor. There are 72
campus organizations who participate in Adopt-ABlock.
"A letter about this event was sent a month ago to
every single campus organization," Billings said.
"It's really too bad so few showed up. Next year,
we're probably going to make Clean Sweep a
requirement for organizations who want to AdoptA-Block."
Tim Flanigan, student government vice presidem,
and John Willy, member of the urban affairs
committee, helped pick up litter.
"It's a really nice day," Willy said. "This is a good
opportunity for students to make a difference in the
community. It's too bad more organizations didn't
show up."
However, the low numbers failed to discourage
those who came, and the group steadily canvassed
Julia Peterson/Staff photographer the designated area. The students who participated
Tim Flanigan, Student Government vice president, and Margaret in the cleanup earned volunteer hour~ for their
Schwartz, senator, participate in a cleanup Saturday afternoon.
activities transcripts.

Record number of SGS faculty, staff retire this spring
by Frank Aajkowski
News editor

1,200 years.
That is the total amount of service to SCS
accumulated by the 45 employees who have decided
to retire following this school year.
The number of retirees this year is the largest in the
history of SCS, and those employees were honored by
the university in a ceremony held in the Atwood
Ballroom Friday afternoon.
SCS President Bruce Grube said the 1996 retirees
helped make SCS a better place, and the school owes
them a· great debt.
"I think it's almost a truism that those of us who are
able to take advantage of this finest information owe
a debt to all (those retiring)," Grube said. "A
university is really a community of peoJ}Ie, and as the
community grows, we owe a great deal to those who
have helped to build it."
Among those retiring this year are Dorthy Simpson,
vice president of university relations; David Sprague,
vice president of student life and development;
Caroline Bourestom, assistant to the vie~ president for
academic affairs and Ramona Yunger, administrative
director of Health Services.
Gene Gilchrist, vice president . of administrative
affairs, said the reason this year's number of retirees
is so high is because the university offered an early
retirement incentive designed to encourage
employees to leave voluntarily so_SCS would not be
forced to resort to layoffs.
"We're facing a tough budget situation and rather
than go draconian and start laying people off, we tried
to encourage early retirement," Gilchrist said.
Gilchrist said about 20 employees took advantage
of the early retirement incentive, and he commended
those employees for doing so.
"We have many people who are committed to this
institution, and they knew if they didn't take this
option, some people would lose their jobs," Gilchrist
said.

Retiring Faculty and Staff - 1996
Ernie Ahlers, mechanical stock
clerk chief
Robert Becker, professor of
political science
Eugene Bjorklun, professor of
teacher development
Lorimer Bjorklund, professor of
industrial studies
Caroline Bourestom, assistant to
the vice president for academic
affairs
Joyce Brannan, general
maintenance worker
David Brown, professor of art
Lawrence Busse, associate
professor of learning resources
Norman Clarke, profCSsor of
learning resources
Richard Corlis.s, profeSSor_of
philosophy
Alan Downes, professor of
interdisciplinary studies
David Ellens, assistant professor,
adr:nissions counselor; records
and registration
David J. Ernest, professor of
music
Armand E. Falk, profesSOr of
English
James Flom, professor of music

Owen Hagen, professor of teacher
development
Delaine Halberg, assistant to dean,
director of summer sessions
Richard James, professor of
chemistry
James R. Johnson, professor of
music
Vincent Johnson, professor of
biology
Martin Kammermeier, professor
of communication disorders
Keith Kennedy, professor of
chemistry
Nolin Masih, associate ·professor.
of economics
Sally Milstroh, clerk typist health
services
Frank Osendorf, professor of
health and safety
David Overy, professor of.history
Alan Philips, professor of
~
philosophy
Elaine Quimby, clerk typist 3
University Public Safety
Mary Runquist, general
maintenance worker
David Rydberg, professor of
Ieaffling resources services
Loren Silvernail, architectural ·

David Overy, professor of history, said he made his
decision to retire this year, because he sees many
changes coming in the way higher education operates.
'There's all kinds of bad stuff happening at the
university with the change to semesters and the
budget," Overy said. "There's so much uncertainty."

drafting technician 2
Dorthy Simpson, vice president
for university relations
Wayne Simpson, associate
professor physical education,
recreation and s,port science
David Sprague, vice president for
student life and development
Marcia Summers, professor of
English
Merle H. Sykora, professor of art
Everett VanAkin, profeSSor of
mathematics
Paul Vaughter, associate professor
of history
Carol Vick, associate director of
continuing studies
Charles Vick, professor of speech
communication
Gerald Westby, associate
professor of learning resources
services
Connie Wilson, clerk typist 2,
psychology
John Yunger, general maintenance
worker 3
Ramona Yunger, administrative
director of health services

Overy said he has seen a lot happen since he began
his career 33 years ago.
"I've been doing this since 1963, and I've seen a lot
of changes in higher education," Overy said. "Some
of them I haven't liked, but now it's time for a new
generation to take over."
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Travelers seek justice for Rights:
murdered young woman
Last autumn, two men were turned in for

by Sarah Tieck
Opinions editor

the

Will justice prevail in the case of a brutal
killing which occurred more than a decade
ago?
After rs years of mystery, two men 'a re
facing trial for the murder of Candace Rough
Surface.
On Monday, the trial of James Eugene

Stroh II and Nicholas Andrew Scherr will
begin in the Selby County Courthouse in
South Dakota. "We're preparing ourselves for
the worst (verdict)," said Germaine Demery,
Rough Surface's aunt and an _organizer of the
Justice for Candi Campaign.
Rough Surface was 18 years old and a
resident of the Standing Rock Lakota Indian
Reservation in South Dakota in 1980. On
Aug~ 2, 1980, Rough Surfa'ce disappeared
without a trace while visiting Mobridge, S.D.
Police and family searched for Rough
Surface, however, no trace of the young
woman would be •found for 9 months. The
body was discovered in a field near the
Missouri River.
The nearly skeletal remains chronicled the
story of the girl's death. Rough Surface was
raped repeatedly, beaten, shot with a rifle and
dragged behind a pick-up truck before she
died. The killers remained unknown for 15
years. "(The police) claimed they talked to
200 people, but there were no s1,1spects,"
Demery said.
Rough Surface's family worked to keep her
memory alive and to bring her murderers to
justice. Still, the mysterious and brutal death
remained unsolved. Some believe justice.was
slowed because _of local prejudices and
politics.

murder.

bitter

divorce

15 and 16. "We're glad now that we finally
know what happened," Demery said.
Rough Surface's family began preparing
for the trial in December when they held a
trek to the site of the young woman's death.
The trial draws near, and supporters are
rallying this weekend at an encampment near
the Standing Rock Reservation.

Campaigners and supporters will stay in
Soufh Dakota throughout the Weekend,
participate in a second trek to the site of the
murder and then offer their help by attending
the trial starting Monday. "It's going to show
the community that the American Indian
people want justice now," said U of M
sophomore Monica Rodriquez. '"They don' t
want to wait 15 years."
.
Rodriquez is a member of a group of
students from the U ofM who are traveling to
the encampment in support of the Justice for
Candi campaign. "This was a young woman
who was mu.rdered brutally, and nothing was
done to find her murderers," Rodriquez said.
The students first heard about the tragic
murder and campaign for justice through
presentations by the family and local
speakers and then became involved with the
campaign. They raised funds for the trip with
the help of loca1 cultural centers and other
sponsors.
People in support of the Justice for Candi
campaign should wear a sky blue ribbon
starting Monday. "That was her favorite
color," Demery said.
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Although Minnesota State Statute 504.183 gives landlords on and off .
campus the right to enter a dwelling if they feel illegal activities are taking
place within, Barry Feld, professor of law at the University of Minnesota,
said that does not allow them to conduct searches.
''That statute does not give landlords law enforcement authority," Feld said.
"It does not give the truidlords or the university the right to search through
students' desks and drawers. If something is not visible and not apparent,
there can be no search. They need to go to the police whO need to find
probable cause and get a warrant."
However, in situ'ations where students give their consent, the university can
search anywhere in the room they want, Feld said.
,
"If they submit to a search, they give up their expectation of privacy, and
all bets are off," he said.
Petrick said even though the housing contract allows the university the
right to enter a student's room, it is not something that he likes to.do, and said
if UPS officers enter a room, they try to do so with a member of the
residential life staff.
As far as detaining students, Petrick said UPS is not a police organization
and has no rights to make ·arrests, other than the rights everyone has to make
citizen's arrests.
Hayman said the university goes over their rules and expectations for
residential life with students when they move into their rooms each fall. He
said they also provide students with an off-campus party guide which lists the
dangers of under-age drinking.
'These people arc adults when they come to us," Hayman said. "College
life may be new to them, and we need to make certain services available, but
we want to treat them as adults."
Hayman ~aid the majority of stUdents living in the residence halls arc
extremely well-behaved. He said many problems that do arise are caused by
alcohol. SCS is a dry campus, and alcohol is not allowed in the residence
halls.
''The major problems with alcohol are, one, that for many people it's illegal
to be drinking it, and two, it causes a lot of noise which violates others' rights
to quiet time and can result in unacceptable behavior," Hayman said. "Most
of our violations can be traced to alcohol."
Petrick said any problems caused in the residence halls arc not caused by
the majority, whom he said are excellent tenants.
"I think, by and large, most people in the dorms arc very well-behaved,"
Petrick said. "When you look at the big picture, the amount of incidents are
very minuscule. When you break it dow.n by numbers, you find that most of
the incidents are caused by what I caJl the 10 percent theory. It's just 10
percent of the people who are causing all the problems."
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Huskies play spoiler for Mankato
After losing first game, SGS squad changes agenda

Track teams
try for top·
times at U
by Michael A. Koehler
Editor

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

SCS senior Bob Coons prepares to tag out the runner at second base Saturday at Dick Putz Field. The Huskies split
with the Mavericks, ending SCS' hopes for making the North Central Conference tournament.
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

The SCS base.ball team
played the role of the spoiler
for Mankato State University
in the last weekend of the
regular season.
The Huskies needed to
sweep all four games against
conference rival MSU last
weekend in order to have .i
chance for the North Central
Conference
post-season
tournament.

After
the
Mavericks
defeated SCS 8-3 · in the first
game Saturday afternoon at
Dick Putz Field, they left the
Huskies playing spoilers.
"We came
into thi s
weekend with two things in
mind ," SCS _head coach
Denny Lorsung said. "We
either wanted to win every
game, or if we couldn't do
that, we wanted to try and put
(Mankato) on the road (in the
NCC Tourney)."
The Huskies could muster
no offensive attack against
MSU starting and winning
pitcher Craig Baumann who
had a no-hitter going until
SCS senior outfielder Josh
Loesch singled to center field
in the bottom of the six.th
inning.
Baumann lost his no-hitter
and the shutout in the sixth
inning as SCS freshman
phenom
Tiffi
Boland
connected for his team-

"We either wanted to win every game, or if we
couldn't do that we wanted to try and put
(Mankato) on the road (in the NCC tourney)."
- Denny Lorsung
SCS head baseball coach

leading eighth home run of Klinnert threw a masterful
the season.
two-hit shutout.
Klinnert did not allow a hit
The Huskies put together
one more rally in the bottom until the fourth inning to
of. the seventh inning.
record his first collegiate
Trailing 8-2, SCS closed shutout and improve his
the lead to 8-3 with senior record to 2-4.
"This was the best I've
shortstop Bob Coons' RBI
pitched all year," Klinnert
single.
With the bases loaded, S!l,id. "My fastball and
senior third baseman Matt curveball were working well
Cano grounded into a game- today, and our d~fense was
playing real well behind me."
ending double play.
"I honestly felt we were
Klinnert escaped trouble in
going to win the game in the the fourth inning. MSU had
seventh inning," Lorsung runners on firs~ and second
said. "I thought we had that with two outs before retiring
game won, but we just the side.
"It always feels good to
couldn't come up with the big
hits."
beat Mankato," Klinnert said.
In the second game, the two · "Hopefully we've spoiled any
teams reversed roles. The chances they have."
"(Klinnert)
has
been
Huskies who jumped out to
the early
lead
behind throwing the ball well all
sophomore catcher Matt year," Lorsung said. "He is at
McDonough's first inning his best when he goes after
RBI single.
people. When he tries to
As it turned out, the one run finesse the ball he gets into
was all the Huskies and trouble, but today he was on
starting freshman pitcher Tim the top of his game, and this
Klinnert would need as was the best defensive game

we've played all year."
SCS won the contest 4-0
putting their non-conference
record to 3-7 for the season.
The teams traveled to
Mankato for the doubleheader
finale Sunday in w~ich both
teams came away with thC
same results.
In the first contest, SCS
was led by their leadoff hitter.
Freshman outfielder Mike
McKinney hit· t~o solo
homers on route to the
Huskies 4-3 victory.
It was McKinney's third
and fourth home runs of the
season.
'This week I practiced on
keeping my weight down and
arms back," Mckinney said.
'The two home runs were
actually
doubles
that
happened to go out of the
ballpark."
The Huskies came from
behind in the top of the
seventh inning to take the lead
4-3 thanks to some MSU
wildness.
See Baseball/Page 10

Facing Division I competition
brought out fast times and
personal-best field events as the
SCS men's and women's track
and field teams competed this
weekend at the University of
Minnesota
Invitational
in
Minneapolis.
This meet was a warm-up for
the North Central Conference
Track and Field Meet next week
at Augustana College in Sioux
Falls, S.D. Several NCAA
Division I women's teams
competed at the meet including:
University
of
Minnesota,
University of Iowa, University of
Northern Iowa and Marquette
University from Michigan. Six
women competed for the
Huskies.
For the women's team,
sophomore Carey Erpelding won
the high jump by clearing the bar
set at 5 feet, 5 inches.
Erpelding shared her reaction
to placing first in a meet with
Division I teams.
"It was kind . of surprising at
first," she said. "High jump is so
inconsistent that really anything
can happen. It just came together
that day, I guess."
Erpelding missed provisionally
qualifying for nationals by onehundredth of a second with a time
of 14.74 seconds in the IO0-meter
hurdles. She placed second in the
meet.
Head coach · Tracy Dill said
Erpelding's time tied the school
record.
"She had an excellent meet,"
Dill said.
At conference next week,
Erpelding said she hopes to
improve on her time and qualify
for nationals.
"I hope everything comes
together so I get a big time," she
said.
Other performances from the
women include a third-place
· finish by sophomore Tonya Van
Erp in the long jump with a leap
of 17-1/2 feet. Senior Kim
Bachand placed fourth with a
leap of 17-3/4.
Many of the members of the
men's team did not compete so
they could rest up for next week's
conference meet. The men's team
sent 20 to the meet.
Sophomore Ryan Pryzbilla
finished the 800-meter run with a
personal-best time of 1:53.1. He
placed second.
Dill said he has high hopes for
the conference meet next week,
and he wants his teams do well.
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Baseball:

Huskies miss conference tournament, finish season against 'U' fromPage9

Senior shortstop Bob Coons tied the
game 3-3 on a passed ball by MSU
catcher Kurt Moelter.
Later that inning, sophomore catcher
Rob Turck scored the winning run on a
wild pitch by Maverick reliever Brad
Krull.

Junior pitcher Brian VonEschen (3-3)
evened his record by throwing six solid
innings to record the victory.
Freshman pitcher John Vollan picked ·
up his team-leading third save of the
season.
In the second game, the Huskies fell
behind 4-2.
This time, the Huskies would not
stage a comeback as the Mavericks
took the second contest by the same
score, 4-3 ..
Turck led the Huskies by hitting .his
second home run of the season, but it
was not enough offense for the
Huskies.
The Huskies could only muster five
hits off MSU starting pitcher Jason
Landa.
"(Landa) was throwing good
fastballs," McKinney said. "But that's
not why we lost, they just got the timely
hits and we didn't."
Freshman starting pitcher Ben Dirkes
(3-3) picked up the loss for the Huskies
in the second game.
The weekend split with MSU assured
that the Huskies (4-8 NCC, 18-22
overall) will miss the post-season
tournament.
The Huskies will also finish in last

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

SCS freshman Nathan Winter gets ready to fire Saturday against Mankato State University. SCS did not qualify
f.or the North Central Conference post~season tournament because of their two losses to MSU this weekend.
SCS will finish the season Tuesday against the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.
place in the NCC standings.
at," McKinney said, "but our guys inning contest Tuesday evening against
Despite finishing this season with a always kept trying because we don't the University of Minnesota Golden
losing record, McKinney said there is have the type of guys that give up and Gophers.
optimism for next season.
throw in the towel."
Game time is 7 p.m. Tuesday at
"Our freshman players learned quite
The Huskies will conclude their Siebert Field on the U of M campus in
a bit about what level this conference is season with a nonconference nine- Minneapolis.

SCS softball takes early exit from NCC tournament
Conference tournament brief for out-of-sync Huskies
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

For the SCS softball squad,
the North Central Conference
tournament was brief.
The Huskies lost their first
two games of the tournament,
and the quick exit was due to a
lack of consistency, head
coach Sue Becker said.
"We just didn't hit well, and
we certainly had -to," Becker
said. "(Senior pitcher) Heather
(Evenson) wasn't on top of her
game either."
SCS lost the first game to
host team South Dakota State
University 8-2.
"Against SDSU, we only
had two hits, and one of them
was 3. home run," Becker said.
The Jackrabbits held a 4-0
lead entering the bottom of the
fifth inning.
SCS chipped the lead down
to 4-2, but SDSU exploded for
four runs in the top of the
seventh inning.
The Huskies were having
problems on the field, Brueske
said.
"We
just
weren't
communicating out there,"
Brueske said. "We weren't
clicking at all."

Evenson suffered the loss
for the Huskies, giving up
eight runs on 12 hits and four
strikeouts.
In the consolation semifinals, the Huskies lost to
North Dakota State University
2-1.
The Huskies performed
better against NDSU than their
loss against SDSU, Becker
said.
"We did play better (against
NDSU) than we did in the first
game," Becker said. "It just
wasn't one of our better
weekends."
NDSU built up a 2-0 lead
through the first five and a half
innings.
In the bottom of the sixth
inning, the Huskies tallied
their only run on a play that
could have resulted in more
runs for SGS.
With one out and runners on
second and third base,,Brueske
hit a fly ball headed for the
foul line.
The Bison defender made a
shoe-string catch, allowing
only freshman Missy !ten to
score for SCS.
"That was a really nice
play," Becker said. "Had it
landed fair or she drops it,

" We just weren't communicating out there.
We weren't clicking at all. "
- Jody Brueske
SCS sophomore
we've got two runs and Jody
on second."
The play frustrated the
Huskies, Brueske said.
"It was a definite loss of
momentum," Brueske said.
The play left SCS with a
runner on third and two outs.
Becker said that inning was
just an example of the
Huskies' futility.
"We still had an opportunity,
because we ·only had two outs
and a JV.Oner on third," Becker
said. "We had opportunities
against NDSU, and we didn't
come up with a critical hit."
Despite giving up only three
hits and striking out three
batters, Evenson picked up
another loss.
_
The Huskies' finish at the
NCC tournament
was
a
disappointment because SCS
knew it had the ability to finish
higher, Brueske said.

"We knew we could finish in
the top, and we were
disappointed," Brueske said.
"We knew we could do it but
we didn't play like we know
how."
Brueske tallied a home run
thi s weekend, her eighth of the
season and the 12th of her
career, both SC_S records.
Brueske said she was happy
to pick up the records, but the
home runs . just come for her
and she hopes they continue.
~ "It was nice to do but it was
not a major goal," Brueske
said. "I don't go out there and
try to hit homers. If it goes, it
goes.
The
record
just
happened."
Despite a shaky showing at
the NCC tournament, Becker
said she was happy with the
season's young team.
"Overall, I was happy," she
said. "I think it looked like a

young team.
""We'll get better and better
defensively, and obviously
hitting will come around. They
got a lot of experience in one
year," Becker said.
. With Evenson's eligibility
gone, the Huskies will have to
improve their pitching staff,
Becker said.
"A big area to replace ·is
pitching, and that's going to be
a spot where some freshmen
will have to step in," Becker
said.
The Husky squad was filled
with freshmen, something
Brueske said should help out in
the next couple ofseasons.
"We have got a lot of talent,"
Brueske said. "If we all stick
together, we'll be very good by
the time we are juniors and
seniors."
SCS ended the season with a
26-22 record.

READ, REACT, WRITE
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Get the Twins outside, or
they might leave Minnesota
Tailgating, tanning aiid the
way baseball should be played

- outdoors.
I recently attended the Twins
1996 home opening series

against the Baltimore Orioles in

reality, I think it is there to
make the Metrodome look less
empty than it already is.
l know dome stadiums have
.' their advantages over outdoor

ballparks.

early April, and much to my
For instance, on a rainy day,
surprise, the attendance ~ - - - - ~ you know there will
was slightly over
BHT CHHT
be a ball game .
20,000 people.
played, and on a cold
Come on, this is
America's pasttime,
and it was the Twins

~~
-- ·
,

October evening you
won't have to endure
the windchi!L

home opener against a

However, those are

team that has bas.eball's

obstacles that only
affect about 10
Ripken, Jr., and over
percent of the
by Rob
, half of the Hubert H.
baseball season.
LaPlante
Humphery Metrodome
Baseball is a
summer sport, and I
was empty.
.
I know sports fans have a
do not want to sit inside an air"what have you done for me
condition~d stadium with
lately" attitude.
putting green in the outfield
You cannot blame the Twins
instead of natural grass.
for poor play, because it was
I am sure every major league
only the first week of the
baseball player would rather
season.
make an error due to mother
nature than an inconvenience.
The only thing you can point
finger at for lack of people is
Losing a fly ball due to a 45
the stadium.
mph wind or a tough sunshine is
For nearly 20 year§, I have
a human error.
been an avid Twins fan.
However, losing a fly ball in
For the last 14 years I have
the white teflon, or the ball
had no urge to make the trip to
hitting a speaker in the. ceiling is
the stadium with a bubble gum
a stadium error.
rooftop, a trash bag in right
I would gladly pay an extra
field and this season added an
$10 for a ticket to sec a ball
ugly-looking bed sheet that
game at Camden Yards in
covers the entire upper deck in
Baltimore, or Fenway Park in
Boston.
right field.
I realize this bed sheet is
Do you think fans in
there to show off the Twins
Baltimore or Boston are willing
Championship banners. In all
to cut ticket prices $10 in favorJ

"Iron Man," Cal

of a dome stadium? I don't
think so.
The Twin Cities need to build
an outdoor ballpark exclusively
for the Twins somewhere along
the Mississippi River.
Why on the river? It would be
a perfect setting. That way, you
are still in the Twin Cities, and
at the same time, away from .the
clustered downtown traffic.
If an outdoor stadium is built
downtown, people will have to
continue parking ten blocks
away from the stadium, unless
they want to park across from
the stadium and pay more for
parking than for tickets.
Building on the river would
allow fans to bring back
memories. of the old
Metropolitan Stadium in
Bloomington, Minn., where you
could arrive an hour before first
pitch and grill some hot dogs
and throw a baseball around in
the parking lot.
In today's sports world, if
you're not willing to
accomcx:late the fans or the
sport, teams are going to jump
ship and move.
As Minnesota sports fans, we
already know what it is like to
lose one professional sports
franchise. If the Twins do not
get an oudoor stadium, we may
soon see another franchise jump
ship.
It is like the song says, Take
me out to the ball game ... not
take me in to the ba\1 game.

I"'"----------,

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, ffiE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED
TO REGISTER. Advisers will be
available in BB 123,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

April 29 for Fall
Quarter 1996.

"Thanks to an American Red Cross
blood donor, my baby and I
survived the delivery."

11 ~ @tJ.rw@

Be aRed Cross blood donor.
Call 1-800-GIVUIFE today and make
anappointment!O save a life.

{!))!N/'1!011=.

+
-~

rPO!MJJ 11=. @c.

Amerlca.i

So Many Reasons.
So Little Time.

Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.

YOU CAN ASK US.
For confidential infonnation about birth
control, sexually transmitted diseases and
low-cost clinic referrals.

CALL: 1-800-78-FACTS
MN FAMILY PLANNrNG & STD HOTLINE

University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning, Microwave, Dishwasherfor more information call:

RIVERSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next to Coboms

251-8284
or
251-9418
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EXCEL Property Mgmt. I n c , ~

FINEST IN AFFORDABLE
STUDENT HOUSING
University Place
1009 & 1021 Sixth Ave. S.
Stateside Apts.
1010 & 1020 Sixth Ave. S.
University West
724 Seventh Ave. S.

Hankering £or
a delicious
gounnet
sandwich?

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
th

1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633

West Campus
1310 Sixth Ave. S.
1415 Fifth Ave. S.
Campus Apts.
411 Fifth Ave. S.

l'k Daner Da1C10u1 to llur Door:
Now leasing four-bedroom anci _studio
apartments for SU1Il0\Cr and fall, so call NOW at

251-6005.

253-9963

N I 1l1h ht :\

SI

<lour.I

\I :\

available with:
FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMENT
ANDERS

259-4040

• TUCK-UNDER PARKING
•HEAT PAID
*WATER PAID
• TANNING BEDS
• 2 FULL BATHS
• DISHWASHER
.~MICROWAVE

~sr APAtn.rMSNrs ON CAMPI/JSI

St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, Mn 56301-4498
(612) 255-2113

Premiere Student Housing
•Heated Swimming Pool
•FREE ParkiJwOuilete
•Sand Volleyball Court
•Heat and Water Paid
•Phone/Cable each bedroom
•Ceiling Fans in every bedroom
•Keyed bedroom locks
•Microwaves/Dishwashers

•Air oonditioning
•Large st.rage room
•Frost-free refrigerarors
•Laundry facilities
• Vending machines
•Campus Clipper &Metro Bus
•Individual I.eases
• Pleasan~ Quiet Atmosphere
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Youc~
we deliver
delicious to
your door.
It's that easy

cfesi&rale
Cl

c:\t'iver-

\1le Deliver Deliciousto "1,ur Door.

~ - Fifth Ave. N.

253-9963 St. Cloud, MN

Your
Housing
Needs ...

Try it,
You'll love it!

lie Ddiver Ddicious to 'imr Door!

253-9963

ti Ftfth \,c. !'i. St. Cloud. M\'

EUROP E
ms
$319
ms

LONDON
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
FAANHFUAT
ROME

$319
$389

rm11~■ 1111e1,as.0011a11~• 11T 111CNStrm

illllliml!/M!rillmsllllJISS!ll!lfdmtlittS,11110
t■ liil ~ $11!i illll$lUS.*_••IR~

111•~--•e,-tweCRIQeS,-l'~llttfltilltn!fll!fi._. t•rwllietlltt11$llilllsa•lf 1Slndm11
tilieft-fltslffsaejrtlllcbH9t.l!Slri:lilllsifl

11111

f•r

lepart11rs

niil

11

Na,

1m•

.........""-"-'="'---rnational
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Need a place
where your
group can get
together and
have
fun?
!11.C!J&<1Jfffl)C!J fJ!lJC!i

A-rtrn®<oxiJ

<C<WJiJrwRW

!11.C!i<J:

Call 255-3773for y o u r .
Group Resevation.
«'IHTli-

JEFF'S
TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

o~~,(.~

¢,~
'?~Vo

We know how to handle insurance companies...

S)-.

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi nonh of St. Cloud on
west US 10 turn left at flashing
light four blocks on left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Cs/I /320) 393-2654

If yOu've been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attorneys at Law • (612) 251~7D0

Ca11Jpus Vloce ~partments
✓

Parking
✓ Private Bedrooms
Air Conditioning
✓ Shared Bedrooms
✓ Heat Paid
✓ Mini Suites
✓ Water Paid
• ✓ Free Storage
✓ Quiet Building ✓ Microwaves
✓ Dishwashers
✓ Laundry
1,, •
✓ Mini Blinds
•sli111mer ra
✓

Efficiencies, 3 & 4 bedroom apartments availabl,e
·
at six Inca.ions!
call Greg or Chris for more information

253-9002

When you consider our inrerns,
rhe term "slacker" isn't exactly accurate. Last year,
our leading college agents averaged in excess of
$16,000. If you'd label yourself more of a self-starter,
this is the internship for you.
Carmen Fore

Dir. of Agency Development
Gene Storms Agency
612/343-2588

~o
j !VERSIONS
•i&ii!iHi!Sttit

W.IMIN■ il:f,]§1(114
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Students battle weather to start Aviation Week
by Eric Hedlllnd
Diversions editor

T

he cold, rainy_ weather
Sunday almost grounded
SCS Airport Day.

Sunday's event, which took
place at the recently-renovated
St. Cloud Regional Airport, was
the kick-off of the 2nd Annual
SCS Aviation Week.

"We were hoping for better
weather, obviously," said junior
Eric Whyte, aviation major and

program publicity officer for
the SCS Aero Club.
Several of the day's activities
were cancelled, many due to
the
unfavorable
flying
conditions.
Whyte said the cloud ceiling
was 600 feet Sunday, and a
minimum of 1,000 feet is
needed to fly their planes.
Helicopters, however, follow
different flight rules than
planes , so
the
planned
helicopter rides became one of
the more popular attractions at
Airport Day.
Neil
Meidl
and
Sara
Loidolte, both students of Sauk
Rapids-Rice High School, took
a ride in the Enstrom helicopter.
"It was worth it," Meidl said.
He said the pilot cut off the
engine briefly during the flight.
"You thought you were going
to die, then he hits the engine
on again," he said. The pilot
told them not to worry, that it
was part of the ride. "It was
awesome," Meidl said.
Loidolte said they flew
within sight of the Sauk Rapids
water tower and back.
"You can see everything,"
. she said. "It all looks so
different from up there."
Several groups had booths
set up in the SCS Aero Club
hangar, including the U.S.
Marines, the Civil Air Patrol,
the Metropolitan Airports

Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editor

Junior Dan Paulk, the new president of Aero Club, inspects a DeHavilland Otter float plane Sunday at the St. Cloud
Regional Airport before its flight to Wood River Lodge in Alaslql.
Commission and Sauk RapidsRice High School.
"It's just to let people know
that we have the aviation
program on campus," Whyte
said. "It's a big part of SCSU."
Kerry Leaders, president of
the recently-formed Aviation
Ambassadors,
said
they
expected some military aircraft
like the ·C-130 cargo plane, a
Cobra attack helicopter and a
Huey helicopter to show at
Airport Day, but they never
arrived.
She said the St. Cloud
community should learn more
about the airport since millions
of their tax dollars went into

improving it.
"A lot of people don't know
that there's an airport out here,
which is really sad," Leaders
said.
Two of the Aero Club's
planes, a Cessna 172 _and a
Piper Arrow were on display.
Sitting near the planes was a
working replica of a British
Spitfire fighter plane. The plane
was built from scratch over a
14•year period by industrial
studies professor John Carter.
The
weather
seriously
affected attendance of Airport
Day, Mattson said.
"It probably cut in half the
amount of people that were

expected to come out," he said.
One of the purposes of
Aviation Week is not only to
showcase the aviation major,
but to increase awareness of
one of the busiest private
airports in the state.
"Part of the focus is to get the
citizens of the local area to
realize the economic value of
the airport," Mattson' said.
Four
organizations
are
involved with Aviation Week:
the Aero Club, Alpha Eta Rho,
the American Association of
Airport Executives student
chapter
and
Aviation
Ambassadors.
The Aero Club SPQnsored a

dinner flight to Crystal Airport
Monday night.
Sixth graders from Talahi
Elementary School will tour the
airport at noon Tuesday. AAAE
will sponsor a picnic at
Riverside Park from 4 to 7 p.m.
An FAA safety seminar,
sponsored by the Aero Club
and the St. Cloud squadron of
the Civil Air Patrol, will take
place at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Headley Hall Auditorium.
Graduates of the aviation
program will gather for the
aviation banquet Friday night,
and -the week will end with a
golf tournament hosted by
Alpha Eta Rho.

-Anyone fbr a game of croquet? -Anyone?

T

hey are a common sight in many
people's garages, but are those
croquet sets just gathering dust,
or is the sport still finding favor among
the lawn-games set.
Dan Orth, manager of Play It
Again Sports in St. Cloud, said
croquet has been hurt by the
emergence of other games.

new sport. We probably sell three times as
many bocce ball sets than we do croquet sets.
I think there is a perception that croquet is a
sport of the past."
Nevertheless, Orth said the sport still has
its devotees.
"We've sold a few sets so far this spring,
and that may pick up a little bit more as we
get closer to the Fourth of July," Orth said.
Robin Koester, a sales clerk at Fitzharris
Sporting Goods, agreed that bocce ball has
eaten into croquet's popularity.

"Actually, croquet is dying in
tenns of popularity," Orth
"In the last year and a half, bocce ball has
said. "There's just too been a bigger seller because it's new and
many other options out ·different," Koester said. "For us, croquet is
there. Bocce ball is the not a huge seller, but we have a few sets in

stock, and they're going out the door.''
Koester said one reason people may choose
Other games over croquet is that croquet is a
more complicated sport.
"Croquet is something you have to spend a
long time setting up," Koester said. "Bocce
ball doesn' t iequire you to set up a course.
There are no rules for bocce ball, whereas to
play official croquet requires you to learn a
lot of rules most people don't know."
However, Joan MaeKay, product manager
for Sport.craft Industries, which markets and
distributes sporting goods, said croquet is still
a popular seller.

See Croquet/Page 18
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Itufoor Mississippi Music ~t sti[{ tfraws crowtf .
them, so we've tried making it fun for family," she
said.

by Eric Hedlund
Diversions editor

'Toe show must go on."
That could have been the motto of the day for
the I Ith Annual Mississippi Music Fest.
The annual event was buzzing with acti~ity
Sunday. People were throwing frisbees, playing
hacky-sack and checking out vendors selling tiedye t-shirts, necklaces and food. On-stage, music
of all types soared over the crowd - jazz,
country, ska and rock.
However, the raucous sounds of the festival
were not ringing through the t~es of Riverside
Park, they were echoing off the walls· of the
Halenbeck Field House.
Cold and rainy weather forced University
Program Board's Mississippi Music Festival
committee to move the festival indoors, said
Melissa Martin, Mississippi Music Fest
coordinator.
Martin said the festival went better than she had
expected, considering the move indoors.

"I thought the crowd would be a little more
uppity," she said, but there were more people than
she thought there would be, given the weather.
Martin said moving the festival inside hurts
attendance. "We probably would have had at least
5,000 people, and now we've probably had half
that," she said.
She said the purpose of the festival is to bring
SCS students and the community closer together.
"Sometimes I think people consider ihiS a
college town, so everything is geared around

Most of the funding from .the festival was
gained through the use of student activity fees,
plus a $2,000 grant from the Central Minnesota
Arts Board.
Martin said all of the planned events took place
despite. the move, although some vendors left,
thinking sales would not be as good indoors.
The headline band, Tina and the B-Side
Movement, ended the festival with a 6:30 p.m.
perfonnance.
Kristina Weansmann, St. Cloud resident, a firsttimet at the festivil, spent the day there with a few
of her friends.
"We thought it would be furl to come here to
see a lot of bands and have a good time," she said.
She said she was impressed with all the bands'
pcrfonnances.
One of Weansmann's friendS, junior Jason
Blomquist, stayed at the festival since it opened at
II a.m.
"I really wanted to see Tina and the B-Sides
and to get out of the house," Blomquist said.
While he was excited to see the headlining act,
he was disappointed that the festival had to be
moved indoors.

"I think it took a lot away from the
atmosphere," Blomquist said.
Senior· applied psychology major Doug
Field, bassist for the band Taboo Blue,
strums away at the Mississippi Music Fest
Sunday in the Halenbeck Field House.
Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

St. John's artist makes pots, builds own community
by Melissa Joy Libby
Staff writer

R

r most college students, the
eepest thought that passes through
their minds related to pottery is the
realization that their coffee mug is empty.
For Richard Bresnahan, St. John's
University artist-in-residence, the art of
making pottery goes much deeper.
Bresnahan is the man responsible for
the creation and construction of the largest
wopd-burning kiln ill. North America on
the campus of SJU.
While the kiln and the pieces of pottery
that emerge from it might be impressive,
the SJU pottery program puts an emphasis
on self-sustenance and environmentalism.
After graduating from St. John's
Preparatory School, Bresnahan went to
college at SJU where he took three years
of pottery classes. As he drew closer to
graduation, Bresnahan realized he had no
idea where to go next.
"My art education taught me plenty of
history," Bresnahan said. "But I was not
given any knowledge of actual skills."
Bresnahan turned to his professor and
mentor, Benedictine nun Sister Johanna
Becker. She said he would not •get the
education he wanted in America, rather he
would have to go to Japan.
Bresnahan was sent to Japan to work as
an apprentice with the Nakazato family,
with whom Becker is connected. What
started as his nine-month trial internship
turned into a four-year stay.
Being an apprentice in the Japanese
system was not an easy task, he said.
"In Japan, an apprentice has no
individual identity," he said. "I was
basically an indentured servant I was not
even called by name."
0

Bresnahan accredits his adjustment to
the Japanese culture to growing up in a
lar&e family on a farm, and exposing
himself to the lifestyle of the Benedictine
community at SJU.
After four years of work, Bresnahan
was labeled a "Master Potter." However,
the pottery skills he had acquired were not
what was most important to Bresnahan.
He said the title had nothing to do
with talent; it had to do with hard
work.
"I- was most affected by the
elderly in the community,"
he said. 'They lived in a
way that was nature-

based and self-sustaining. They
had no waste in their lives at all, and they
were just as strong as any 22 year old."
Bresnahan brought back that kind of
life to SIU in 1979. The pottery not only
involves art students, but also students
from environmental studies. The students
and Bresnahan have worked hard to create
a studio and kiln that use indigenous
resources in a way that is environmentally
sound.

One visiting artist, Geri Reid of
Alexandria Technical College, was very
impressed with the community Bresnahan
had created.
"It is a very favorable cultural
experience to sit down to tea with Richard
Bresnahan," Reid said. "I loved his work,
and I also thoroughly enjoyed talking with
him. Most people· in Minnesota feel that
art can only be done or experienced in a
certain way. It's good to know that you
can come to St. John's University and
experience something so wonderfully
different."
Bresnahan has an open studio policy so
students can come in any time. He also
welcomes interested students from SCS,
he said.
•
"As you get o_lder, your assumptions
change," he said. "I make the assumption
that any guest that comes through that
door is the greatest guest. It's up to them
to prove me wrong."
He also views himself as a guest on this
earth, he said.
"If I don't leave something for the next
generation, then I haven't been a very
good guest," he said.
Although he said he is not fond of
museums, he currently has a show at the
Gale Gallery in t~e Minneapolis Institute
Bresnahan has tried to create an of Arts until Sept. 22.
environment that is not only conducive to
"Museums are just houses for dead art;
the creation of pottery, but comfortable they're mausoleums," he said. "But I
and welcoming to students and visiting chose to put on a show because there are
artists.
young people out there who need to see
He built a tea table in his studio so gas living art that represents a better way of
could be used to constantly keep a pot of living."
water ready for tea. Each guest is invited
His pieces are not just about art. He said
to enjoy tea using a cup he made. 'This · they represent ~ community a
way people can experience being a part of community built on a better way of living.
his experience while he goes about his
work, he said.
In fact, most of the clay used in the
studio was unearthed from the campus
during road construction in 1979. The rest
was donated by a local quarry.
''The program now has enough material
for 300 years," Bresnahan said with pride.
The kiln is fueled with dead fall from
wooded areas of the SJU campus, and all
the glazes are made from natural
materials. In addition, the studio
recycles the water used in
refining the clay and washing
fired pots. The program also
significantly less
electricity than the
rest of the campus.
Bresl)ahan said
he hopes he ·is
teaching students
not only artistic
skills, but an
alternative way to
live.
"This
school
system is basically
making little cogs
that fit into a
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MUSIC REVIEW

Cranberries may be tart, but they lack necessary spice

M

any songwriters can
write brilliant songs
about such abstract
and universal themes as
loneliness, love and
~eartbreak. However,
it takes a truly gifted
writer to pen lyrics
about contemporary
events or social
issues that are
actually moving and
don't sound as if the
singer is simply
belting out the front
page of the New York
Times.
Quite simply, Dolores
O'Riordan, lead singer of the
Irish rock group the
Cranberries; does not possess
that gift. O'Riordan's lyrical
talents lie in describing the
loneliness, pain and jubilance
that comes from love lost and
found the way she did so well
on the band's first album
"Everybodies Doing It So Why
Can't We." That album was a
good collection of songs, but
since then, the band has veered
away from those themes to
project a more worldly.wise
attitude, and the results have
been disappointing.
A case in point is the band's
new release, "For the Faithful
Departed." On the album,
O'Riordan offers us her take on
the Bosnia Crisis, the death of
John Lennon and the decadence
of materialism. The results are
about as exciting as watching 82

straight hours of the
McLaughlin Group. There just
isn't much new or exciting
material being offered here.
The worst offender
is the incredibly inane
"I Just Shot John
I,.ennon" which is
really an example of
false advertising. The
song purports to offer
a glimpse into the life
of the man who killed
the ex.Beatie, but all
itreally offers is a
'newspaper ~ccount of
that fateful night in
December of 1980. Granted,
Lennon's darkish killer Mark
Chapman offers very little for
the writer in search of probing
intellect. Still, O'Riordan has
penned lyrics that sound exactly
like the shrieking and wailing
you might have heard from funs
outside the Dakota that night.
Lyrics like "with a Smith and
Wesson 38/John Lennon's life
was no longer a debate" contain
all the intellectual sensibility of
a baby chimp, and the series of
gunshots that ends the song
does not provide the dramatic
effect the group must have
thought it would. In fact, it
shows they have the same sense
of taste as a television
evangelist who feels it would be
a good idea to de•pants himself
in front of his congregation.
The album's final song,
"Bosnia," attempts to describe
the current situation in the

Balkans, but instead serves up a
whining batch of peace and love
slogans you've heard a million
times before. The horrors and
atrocities that have been
committed in former Yugoslavia
have caused an unbelievable
amount of pain and loss to
many, but don't expect new
insights int~ their plight from
O'Riordan. Instead, she delivers
insincere preaching like "things
would change if we really
wanted them to" behind music
so calculated you feel like
someone should be letting the
doves out of the box and going
home.
"Hollywood" is a silly rail

against false promise and
dashed expectations that uses a
theme many used bef<,>re. If
people are going to write these
kinds of songs, they're simply
going to have to stop using
California as their metaphor. Is
there anyone out there who still
believes the Golden State to be
the promised land? Go find
another place to use as the
backdrop. How about Seattle?
Speaking of Seattle,
O'Riordan manages to work in
a reference to the Emerald
City's favorite son, Kurt Cobain,
in "I'm Still Remembering."
The fact that the reference, in a
song' about a wife trapped in an

unhappy marriage, sounds as
out of place as a cleric at a stag·
party doesn't seem to phase
O'Riordan.
The problem is that most of
these songs just recycle old
cliches and come off sounding
dull. For example, in "War
Child" O'Riorda·n sings, "in
times of war, We're all the
losers, there is no victory." That
may be a valid statement, but it
is not the stuff an exciting song
is made of.
·
. When she's not waxing
philosophical about the state of
the world, O'Riordan takes time
out to reflect and comes back
just as uninteresting. For
example, in "The Rebels," she
laments on days gone by when
she and her comrades ''wore
Doc Martens while drinking
vintage cider, in the sun" to
becoine the "rebels of the rebel
scene." Doc Martens and cider,
eh? Doesn't get much more
rebellious than that. Maybe they
once 1P'd 'a house as well.
The rest of the band deserves
some of the blame. A Holiday
Inn•style horn section pops up
out of nowhere in "Salvation,"
and the group recycles and
speeds up an old U2 riff on
"Forever Yellow Skies" that just
sounds plagiarized.
The album has a few bright
spots, but not m~y. All in all,
"For the Faithful Departed"
sounds as stiff and lifeless as
those who have been buried six
feet under.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Grizzly's good prices, service partially compensates for poor food

A

s is always the case in any
restaurant market, a new
competitor will bring new
choices. New to the St. Cloud area is
Grizzly's Grill and Saloon in
Crossroads Shopping Center, offering
another morsel of pop culture to digest.

. Cleanliness: ·*****
Although everything in the restaurant
is essentially new, with exception to the
antiques, the cleanliness score cannot
go above three for two fundamental
reasons. First, the floor was strewn
with crumbs and discarded pieces of
food. Vacuuming when patrons are
present is out of the question except
when truly necessary, but for goodness
sake, that is what pushbrooms are for.
The other reason for three stars hinges
on the silverware. Newer restaurants
tend to have newer equipment and this
tends to get the silver and flatware
cleaner, right? Maybe what the silver
needed was a little more old-fashioned
elbow grease to get it clean. All I know
is the silver was poorly cleaned.

Atmosphere:

*****

This is one of the brighter spots in
dining at Grizzly's. It is designed with
the college student in mind. Maybe that
is going a li_ttle too far. It is more likely
designed to spark the interest of anyone

following pop culture. Within the last
consistency and adhesiveness it could
fifteen years, a number of restaurants
have been substituted for a strong glue.
have opened up to the idea of
At any rate, it had ihe bland taste
·
decorating their dining areas
.--------,-, already perfected. All of those
with antiques to promote a
,~
·
people who enjoyed paste .

;::~yo~l~~•~:,1~~::~~•the •.

-~-~
--z._,_:.-.._ , ~ -·
::e:a~~~y were kids wfll like
American culture. Primarily,
·. .
Another disappointing item
Grizzly's antiques consist of
on the menu was the classic
metal signs advertising
'
·: ·.< • •
hamburger. There are distinct
circuses, Coca•Cola and other
·
differences between a sirloin
products, as well as an old
burger and hamburger. Not
gas pUmp with a light on top
1\
only is it from a different part
of it.
I+,
of the COW, but the tastes
Grizzly's is split between
Groelsth
cannot be equaled. The
the camaraderie of the bar
hamburger they served was a
and the dining experience of the
dry and weak.•on·taste sirloin burger.
restaurant. Both try hard to make the
The one item worthy of mentioning,
patron feel comfortable. Lighter•
•
though, is the cheese fries. When a lot
colored walls and wood make the room
of restaurants made the transitio~ to
brighter, but not in a gaudy way. The
processed cheese topping, the world
deep browns of the woodwork stand
took a tum for the worse. How
complimentary to the lighter walls.
refreshing it was to see that Grizzly's
Despite the overall enjoyment of
does not use processed cheese on their
dining at Grizzly's, its theme is by no
cheese fries. The fries were a bit
means original and doesn't strive to be.
greasy, but that did not stop the feeding
It appears that the owners of the
frenzy. They were very good, especially
restaurant are content to just maintain
dipped in ranch dressing.
the new status quo in popular culture.

Y-:DLJ''B
V

~

bY cnacr

Food:*****
Grizzly's may have scored higher for
its atmosphere, but it definitely fizzled
in the food category. Most
disappointing was the chicken.and wild
rice soup. If it had just a little more

Price:

*****

Grizzly's edges out its competitors in
the popular market with their prices.
Everything is $10 or less. With
appetizer, sodas and two entrecs, a
meal ranges from $17 to $20. Most
sandwiches are about $6 or less. The

entrees are not significantly more than
the cost of a sandwich. If the grading
scale were ten stars instead of five,
Grizzly's. would be a seven instead of
an eight, but since it is only a five--star
scale, Grizzly's squeaks into the fourstar level. For less than $17, two could
still enjoy a me31 at Grizzly's.

Service:

*****

Despite the fact I knew the server
was a good actor, I was generally
pleased with the level of courtesy at
Grizzly's. If it would have helped the
meal go down better, our server would
gladly have bent himself into a pretzel
shape. Watching other servers in action,
the general trend was the same.
Courtesy is the key to the service
philosophy at Grizzly's, as it should be
to any restaurant. When courtesy is
combined with promptness, a good
knowledge of the food and honest
opinion, service reaches excellence.
Grizzly's demonstrates they have all
these characteristics.

Variety:

*****

There is not much to say about the
menu. It is standard popular American
fare. It is pretty basic and average
sized.

See Grizzly's/Page 18
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Grizzly's:

Restaurant Review

There are limited items for
the vegetarian, but a number of
items for those who like beef,
chicken and ·pork. Nothing was
really outstandingly original or
even rare, but that is just the
market Grizzly's is trying to
sell to, those seeking the
familiar.

Overall:

Croquet:

from Page 17 - - - -

before they have any real
problem with satisfying their
patrons lust for food. Excellent
atmosphere and service

definitely are a draw for those
still seeking their fill of pop
culture.

Grizzly's Grill & Saloon
Crossroads Shopping Center
253-4092

*****

Hours: Sun - Thurs 11 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Fri and Sat 11 a.m. - I a.m.

If it were not for the poor
food, this restaurant would
definitely gamer four stars, but
core to any restaurant is its
food. Since it is still a fairly ·
new restaurant, Grizzly's has a ·
chance to correct the food

from Page 15 - - - - -

"It's a good selling product,
because it's a basic family game,"
MacKay said. "I don't think
sports like bocce ball are eating
into its popularity. In fact, I don't
think bocce ball is quite as
popular yet. Croquet is a game
families caii."play at a picnic."
Nathan Koontz, sales clerk at
Scheel's Sporting Goods in St.
Cloud, agreed, and said his
store has actually seen a rise in
the sales,0f croquet sets.

Sample prices: Chicken Cordon Bleu Sandwich: $6.49
Top Sirloin : $9.99
Grizzly's Chili: $3.99

"I think we're doing a little
bit more in te rms of total
number sold over the past year,
than we had been doing
previously," Koontz said.
MacKay said croquet will
always be around.
"We're now in the computer
age, and I think that will affect
all the outdoor Sports as it does
everything elSe, but there will
always be a place for croquet,"
MacKay said.

Still Deciding?

Try list: Cheese Fries

For Career Information
Call .

"Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for redress
of grievances. "

612-654-5089

SJ:O.OUDTECHNICAL

First Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States

COLLEGE
ADA Amssibl~ l't.cilitr Affitm111i~ Action/Equal 0Jlportuni1r Eduator and Employer

Feeling
Unglued?
Our Newman Catholic
community welcomes you

SUMMER JOB HEADQUARTERS

Western

·

!.!.!!!!~~
Work your entire summer vacation, a few weeks or a few months.
Find out how to qualify for college tuition assistance for the 1996/1997 school year!
• EXCELLENT WAGFS
• GAIN INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE

• FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULFS
• HIGH PROFILE COMPANIES

15 Offices t0 choose from
Call the office nearest you today
to pre-register for summer employment.

-

Balsam Lake, WI

ElkRiver,MN

715-485-3076

612-441-4088

Bloomington, MN

Forest Lake, MN

612-835-5911
800-328-4827-ext.3091

612-464-8676

715-236-7112

Hudson, WI

Shoreview, MN

Brooklyn Center, MN

715-381-5500
800-610-0055

612-560-8373

"Newman Center was the 'glue'
of my college experience.;."
- SCSU graduate

c~~ir
Newman
Center

W
+

CATHOLIC: CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m .• ll:15a.m. Sp.m . .
Mass & Events 251·3261
Office 251-3260

Princeton, MN

612-389-4797
Rice Lake, WI

612-481-9383
St. Paul,MN

.Duluth.MN

Menomonie, WI

218-722-8717

612-730-2987

715-232-9444

Eau Claire, WI

Minneapolis, MN

715-831-1902

Technical Services
Bloomington, MN

612-338-2833

612-835-4743

Call Today!
Currently over 600 Job openings Available

Western

!!!!!..!!!!!.!.!.!·
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.A Warm Thanks

SHIP UPS
24 HOURS
Ki nko"s Copy Centers
now offer new UPS
shippingservices24hoursa
day, 7 days a we1 k. You

to all of you
who have helped us
make Spring Festival
possible

can stop in any time, day or
night, weekdays or weekends, and drop off your

the copy center

Your hard work & talents
are greatly appreciated

Open 24 Hours

211 Fifth Avenue S.
2S9-1224

package for UPS shipment
atyourconvenience. You
won't have to worry about

arriving before closing time
since we stay open all the
time. Kinko's makes it easy

and convenient to ship your

WHENYOU

RIDE DRUNK,
ONE MORE

FORTHEROAD
CANHAVEAN
ENTIRELY

DIFFER&NT
MEANING,

package via our new UPS
service.

Alcohol quk:kly affects your

International Students .Assoc.

judgement. ba""100. and
ooordination. Don't drink
and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last
drink

'17

MDTORCY_CLl SAFITT FOUNDATIO~j

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social

activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the firs t
warning signs of a mental
Illness. UnfortWJately, most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which 1·s tragic. Because
mental Illness can be- treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a free booklet about
mental Illness and Its warning
signs, write to or call:
Nationa/Me11talHealthAssociatio11
P.O. &x 17389,
Washington, D.C. 2()()41
1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

t-teye•s fost -octl"0 vellef
from t fie pvessecie of scfiool 1 c;Yodecoh"0
s.eVt-Lor.s c:IVt-d gvetd .studeVt-t.s Cc:IVt- get :f;4D0
cosfi boot • o" tfie pecvcfiose DY leose of ""i:I

00

COol Vtew Foni or- Mercurtl .
Thls l"-Clecdes tfie filgfi-perfovmoi¾e Mecsto"0 '
cc:ill 1-200:..321.-1.530

or v L.s Lt ouv·w eb s.Lte

ot fittpJlwww.foYd.com fov tfie f ecll sto'1:J·

·Ci'l1 BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.

PUT YOUR VALUABLES

IN ASAFE PLACE.

Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer. In a crash without one, your are five til11es as likely
to suffer a serious head injury than a helmeted rider. No matter
how short your <ide, wear a helmet. It's the best
protection for your most valuable asset.
~
MOTDRCYClE SAFID_FOUNDITIOW

Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And
all gear protects against flying
objects. Which is vital if you ever

became the flying object.

International Students .Assoc.

\£7.

MOTORCYCLE wm FOUNDATION~

Advertising
Rep1•esentative
needed.

I

TOPTrN
SCARIHT
P£0PUON
tARTK
1o. Prune-eating
Sumo wrestler.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Efficiencies with private baths

problem.
8. Near sighted

$

3 bdrm FREE parking

knife juggler.

$

4 bdrm with 2 full baths cable and
. heat paid garages

window cleaner
with bladder

7. Megalomaniac

Third World
Dictators.

6. Grown men

hot dog
vendors.

2 bdrm cable paid

$

4 bdrm split level townhouses with 2

$
$

4 bdrm FREE parking

Summer rates starting at $99 per person

4. Carsick brother
in the seat next

to you.
3. Brain surgeon

C A L L ~ ~ > 253-1154
ONE CALL RENTS IT ALL!

with hiccups.
2. Anyone with a
cranky

dis·p.osition and
a chainsaw.
1. People who
offer you drugs.

Available positions:
* Treasurer

*Vice President

* PR Director

* Secretary

* Cultural Dir.

* Sports Dir.
* Network Dir.
* Fund Raising Dir.

all candidates will be required to give
a short statement on election day

)

Election forms are available in

ISA office (AMC I l 7C, Phone: 255-21 19)
& are due by 4 p.m. Wednesday, May 8, 1996

full baths

named "Biff."

5. Heavily armed

May 9, I 996 at 5 p.m.

in Mississippi Room, AMC

* President
$
$

9. High-rise

ELECTIONS 1996-1997

Apartments Still Available!

NOT WEARING A
SAFEn BELT CAN COST
YOU AN ARM &A LEG.

Summer-Fall Rental
Qu;et, Convenient Locetions

CLASSIC 500, RIVER RIDGE
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH, BRIDGEVIEW WEST
!APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS!

Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150
• Off Street Parking,
• Controlled Entry

• -")ir Conditioning

• Dishwasher

• Mini Blinds

• Microwave

• Heat-Water Paid
• Free Basic Cable

• Tuckunder Parking
• Ind. Locked Bdrms

• Laundry

• On-S~e Caretaker

CALL TODAY!!

253-1100

It's against the law. So if you don't want a ticket, buckle up.
Or, you could become broke in more ways than one.

YOU COULD LEARN ALOT FROM ADUMMY,.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.

~-dT-

,
.
.
.
,
_
.
.
I
l(J~t);J ~CIASSIFIEDS
.4''*' : ·

./Jl}vd.
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University CHROI\lCLE

0crass;f;eds wrn not be accepted ova, the phone.

• Classifieds price: live words a line, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lin06, costing $2.

Policies

• Notices are free and will run only if space allows.
Deadlines : Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13.Stewart Hall. Forms are just Inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more informatiori.

#1 IN CAMPUS
HOUSING . Apt. Finders.

Summer apts. available
now. One-bdrm. at $250.
Two-bdrms. at $270. Call
now at 2-59-4040.
'96 SEPT . 1 APT .
openings at Charlamaine!
Quiet! Practically priced!
Perks! Spa, decks, garage
parking and more! By
yourself or yourself and
and a friend, we have
great choices for you! Call
to view, 240-0234. Only
a few openings available!
'96 BEST SUMMER
APT. choice! Across
from SCSUI Attractive,
clean, quiet, cared for
bldg. with classic design.
Practically priced and
more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool spa, reserved
parking, dishWash._eu;,
micros. Tour us B/4 U
make your choice! Call
240-0234. One, two,
three and four-bdrm. apts.
to take a look at and get
more info. Apt. rentals.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. Three and sevenbdrm. houses. One to fourbdrm . apts. Dan, 2559163.
710 APTS . Two and
three-bdrm. apts. available
summer or fall. Dan, 25591 .63.
""1-4-BDRM . APTS.
and eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
1-4-BORM. APTS.
available summer and next
school year. 654-6535.
$250/MO. for your own
apt. One-bdrm. available
June 1. Summer
discounted rates. Upper
units available for $270.
Parking, busline, on-site
laundry. Call today.
They're going fast. 6548300.
$250-$325/MO. 2bdrm. apt. Included
parking, basic utilities.
Convenient SE side
location. The$e rates
avail. for June-Aug. Low
fall rates, · tool Call today.

$285/MO. Two: bdrm.
apts., summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large , reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284.
400 S.F. studio apt.
Available summer only.,
Micro, A/C, intercom
entry. Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251 ·6005.
1-BDRM. APTS.
$250/mo. 1-bdrm. apts.
$270/mo. These low
summer rents are the best
in town! Rent includes
basic utilities, parking,
buslirle service and on-site
laundry. We have tow fall
rates , too! •Ca ll 654-8300.
Hurry! T _
h ey're going fast!
1 'S AND 2'S NEEDED to
fill houses and four-bdrm.
apts. Heat paid, ..dishwashers, A/C.
Summer and fall. Excel
Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
1-STOP SHOPPING . We
have what you need for
your summer and fall '96
apt. One, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts. Individual
or joint leases. Various
rents, locations and
amenities. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
4-BDRM . APTS . Two
baths, large rooms. Avail.
for summer and fall.
$330/mo., summer rates.
$245-$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654·8300.

BEACHWOOD APTS .
One-bdrm. apts. Near
Coborn's/downtown.
Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD. Twobdrm. apts." available May
24. SE St. Cloud. On
busline . Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUMMER VALUE
in one, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts.
Charlamaine now available
for summer. Apts. and
real estate. 240-0234.
BEST SUMMER
RENTALS on Fifth. Two ,
three or four-bdrm. apts.
Two baths, quiet, wellmanaged building. Low
deposit. No application fee.
Entire summer rent due
when moving in. 2590977.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 2516005.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

4-BDRM. APT . Sprea..d
out! Enjoy the entire apt!
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates,
$320/mo. Low fall rates,
too! Call 654-8300.

CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park. Three and fourbdrm. spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
SGS, 251-1814.

APTSI Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!

CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT . One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall '96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
rates. Reserve now! 2511814.

AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
R.iverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418.

CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, am.pie parking, wellmanaged. Call now! 2511814.

CAMPUS PLACE APTS .
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm. apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage cloSets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C , garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 2539002.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property . Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
DOUBLE/SINGLE ROOM
available in newly
remodeled house for '96'97 school year. Close to
campus, free parking. Call
Robin, 202-1513.
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
AISo houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FALL HOUSING
AVAILABLE. Two-bdrm.
apts. starting at $415/mo.
Great location, parking,
basic utilities, 1st and 2nd
floor avail. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M , 253-1100.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house, $110. Utilities
included. Private room.
Call afters p.m. 2518564.
FEMALE TO SHARE apt.
Utilities paid, close to
SCSU and doW'ntown
parking. Call 251-4605.
FEMALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm. apts.
Summer and fall, private
rooms, utilities paid,
laundry, parking, quiet and
clean. 253-0451.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house with faculty' woman.
Near campus. 259-6476.
FOR RENT: Large house
for .summer. $100 each

person. Call SM&M, 2531100 .
FOR RENT: Basement of
house. One to two people.
$300/mo. Close to
campus. Call SM&M, 2531100.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS. 12
mo. starting at $170 each.
Heat paid, parking,
layndry. Excel Prop.
Mgmt. 2~1-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Summer $99, fall $189
and up. All styles and
locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
FOUR-BDRM. APT .
available close to campus.
Summer and fall. Summer
rates, $98-$150. Fall
rates, $198-$229. Call
SM&M, 253--11 00.
HOT DEALS , cool pool.
One and two-bdrms. Great
summer discounts, free
cable, balcony, oudoor
pool. Call Apt. Finders,
259-4040.
HOUSES. Summer only.
Dan, 255-9163.
HOUSES AND APTS.
Summer and fall. Great
location·s. Quality living.
Dan, 255-9163.
LARG.E SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the olde r student.
Utilities included. 706- •
Sixth Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE, CLEAN .fourbdrm. house near
downtown. Available July
1. $900/mo. plus utilities.
Off-street parking. Call
SM&M, 253-1100.
LOOKING FOR THREE
MALE n/s, n/d
roommates to share fourbdrm. apt. for summer and
fall on Ninth Ave. $99/mo.
summer. $199/mo. during
school year. Call Pat at
240-1168.
LOOKING FOR ONE or
two female roommates to
share an apt. with male and
female for summer mths.
N/S. Call Tim or Melissa,
255-9729.
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LOOKING FOR A GROUP
to rent large rooming
house in prime location on
Fifth Ave . Available Sept.
Newly remodeled! 2599434.

ROOMS .FOR RENT . New
carpet, paint. All extras
included. Phone, cable,
dw, laundry and more.
$200/mo. Call Matt at
253-5787.

UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two , three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Ri ve rsid e
Property, 251-8284 o r
251-94 1 8.

MALE TO SHARE fourbdrm. house for summer
and/or fall. Tim, 255 3884.

ROOMMATES WANTED :
Two women, n/s, n/ d to
share apt. on Ninth Ave. S.
for summer and fall. Call
Lisa at 255-3506 or Kim
at 255-3351

UNIVERSITY PLACE.
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid , dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P.M . 251-6005.

METROVIEW APTS .
Three-bdrms . close to
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning ..
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NEWLY REMODELED
nine-bdrm. house. Very
nice!! Huge rooms! Nine
mo., $220 each. 12 mo.,
$190 each. One block to
campus. Sixth Ave. Phone
251-4160.
NORTH CAMPUS . One,
three and four-bdrm . units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253 -0910 .
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrms. No matter
what you're looking for ,
Apt. Finders has it. All at
no charge. 259-4040.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. Summer
on·ly ... Charlamaine!
Sophisticated style for
summer. 240-0234.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm . apts. Close to
SGS, heat paid. Riverside
f:>roperty, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
apts. Near Coborn's and
hockey center. S/F. 2559163.
PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates <lva ilable.
Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
QUIET TWO-BDRM.
East side, on busline,
utilities paid. Call
Rob/Aimee, 240-9483.
ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $99/mo.
Summer rates . Four
blocks to SCSU. Call 2515246.

SEVEN-BDRM.HOUSE
on Sixth Ave. for 8-10
women. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro, A/C.
Summer and tall., Very
nice!! E.P.M. 251-6005.
SMALL ONE-BDRM .
house for fall. $450.
Utilities paid. 253-6606.
STATEVIEW. Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
STATESIDE APTS .
Four-bdrm .. apts. , 1 1/2
baths, heat paid,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting summer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to .SGS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid . Results \
Property Management,
253-09 10.
SUMMER HOUSING. 27
locations. One to fourbdrm. apts. Five to ninebdrm. houses. 255-9163.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year. Two,
four and five-bdrm. apts.
$230-$269. Call 259·
9283 or 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. for summer.
Allan, 253-3488 or 2971010.
.
TWO-BDRM. APTS .
Close to SCS. Two, three
or four persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 251-9418.
TWO-BDRM. DUPLEX •
. Lar.gEI bdrms. Available
June 1. Rick, 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APT. by
Halenbeck. New carpet.
Summer only. 251-8941.
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
available for summe'r.
259-9434.
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Summer starting at
$260/mo. Dishwasher,
micro, A/C. Excel Prop.
Mgmt. 251-6005.

UNIVERSITY WEST on
Seventh. Four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, garages,
laundry, dishwashers,
newer building. E.P.M.
251 :6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
WEST CAMPU~ . Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, close to
Hatenbeck Hall, 251-6005.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

ADOPTION: Happily
married couple, loving,
financially secure, wish to
adopt. Wonderful home full
of love and laughter. All
expenses paid. Please call '
Janet at (800) 444-3443.
ADOPTION. Pediatrician
and stay-home mom
(teacher) seeks infant to
share happy, secure home.
Call collect. Phil or Laura.
(612) 421-7027.
ARE YOU TRAVELING
internationally this
summer? Begin planning
now. Call Health Services
for the necesssary
vaccines. A se ries of
injections may be required.
Appointments, 255-3193.
ATTENTION : Natural
High Day is here.
Tomorrow on the Atwood
Mall from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Come join in the fun and
bring a friendl!I
ATTENTION A·LL
STUDENTS! Over $6
billion in public and private
sector grants and
scholarships is now
available. All students are
el igible. Let us help. For
more info. call {800) 2636495 ext. F56813 .
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scho larships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding . Qualify

immediately. (800) AI02-HELP, (800) 243-2435.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants and
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding. Qualify
immediately. {800) AID2-HELP , (800) 243-2435 .
BOSTON LENSES? Take
advantage of these special
prices on Boston Advantage
Cleaner or condition8r.
Just $3.50/bottle at
Health Service Pharmacy.
IN$TANT CA$H . You
keep driving. NO credit
check. Capstone Auto
Pawn, 252-1490.
PREGNANT? Free
pr·egnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call {612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St., Suite
205, St. Cloud.
RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS . Professional.
240-2355.
SHOP INNER PEACE
BOOKS for Mother's Day
and graduation gifts.
Jewelry, crystals, tarot
cards; books on
reincarnation, angels,
dreams psychic
developmel)t and more.
Psychic readings. Six
blocks west of Crossroads
in whi te House just ·past
Burger Time . Personal
service in a peaceful
atmosphere. 253-1817.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. tor ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students , $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING. Term
pap·ers, · reports , thesis,
etc. Efficient service,
reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 25j-7001.
TYPING THESES (APA
style available). Spell
check, laser printing.
240-2355.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS ,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information, call Paul at
654-8501.

'".
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$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.

$200-$500 WEEKLY.
Mailing brochures. No
experience necessary. For
information .send a selfaddressed envelope to:
Universal Travel, P.O. Box
610188, Miami, FL 33261.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
needed! Fi shing industry.
Earn up to $3,000 $6,000/mo. Room and
board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext.
A56812.
AMBITIOUS, HONEST,
respectful and selfmotivated . Property
maintenance and
management. Many duties.
Employment available April
- Sept. Extension possible.
Dan, 255-9163.
ARE YOU GOING HOME
for the summer and want
to have a job in place when
you come back to school in
the fall ? Consider
becoming a . part-time
school bus driver. No
experience necessary, we
train .~·,No -weekend/evening
work. Hrs . 6:45 a.m. 8:20 a.m. and 2 p.m. 4:20 p.m. Train this
summer. Start work Sept.
3 at $8-$10/hr.
(Minimum four hrs/day.)
Call Spanier Bus Service,
251-3313. (We are
training all sumrT'ler long.)
CRUISE SHIP NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information, call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56813.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
positions available.
Flexible hours. Must be 21
o r older. Will train. Call
255-9667.
EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest or
Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European
languages required.
Inexpensive room & board
+ other benefits. For info.
ca ll {206) 971-3680 ext.
K56811.
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HELP WANTED:
Spring/summer. Fixing up
rental units. Painting,
lawn w o rk, light
maintenance. Flexible
hours. $6/hr : Phone 2534222, Andy.
HOUSE PAINTERS
wanted in NW Twin Cities
suburbs. No experience
necessary!! _$6.50-$9/hr.
Call Andy, 363-3762.
NANNIES! Call the elite
nanny service! Positions
nationwide! Top salaries.
(No summer placements.)
Year commitment only.
Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING - Positions are
now available at national
parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56812.
PAINT OUTSIDE in St.
Cloud or Twin Cities this
summer. Work with
friends and get a tan. No
experience necessary.
$5-$8/hr. Call (800)
265-1133 for information.
PAINTERS NEEDED.
$7-$9/hr. Twin Cities
• metro area. 40 hrs/wk.
Paint outdoors with your
friends. Varsity Student
Painters , (_800) 79849 0 PosiUo·ns limited.
Call today!
PART-TIME YARD
work. $6/hr. plus for
hardworking person.
Phone 251-4160.
RENTAL YARD PERSON
to help load customers.
Light equipment servicing,
answering telephones ,
sales and occasional
deliveries: Mechanical
aptitude helpful. Part-time
school year, fulHime
summer. Wages
commensurate with
experience and training.
General Rental Center,
251-6320 .
RICE, ROYALTON area
fertilizers dealer needs
help in June and part of
July for fl Iling and hauling
fertilizer tanks. 2594915, evenings.

SUMMER JOBSI
Hammer Residences, Inc.
provides quality services
to adults with
developmental disabilities
and/ or brain injuries. We
are seeking direct care
staff to work in a group
home setting, providing
training in daily living
skills and assistance to
meet the ct)allenging
physical and medical needs
of our clients. Our homes
are located in the western
suburbs of Mpls. There are
a variety of positions
available. FT, PT and
flexible on-call direct care
positions: Afterno~n.
evening and weekend
schedules as well as
overnight , awake or asleep
are available. Experience
preferred, but will train if
you are motivated to learn
and ready to work with the
best. Join our team! We
offer paid training plus-a
friendly and committed
staff. For more info. call
Faith at (612) 473-1261
ext. 0 or our 24-hr. hotline
at ext. 630.
TENNIS JOBS: At
privately-owned children's
summer camps in NY, PA
and Maine. Need good
teaching skills &
competitive background.
Must love kidsl Be
available ~une 18 thru Aug.
18. (800) 443-6428.
TRADEHOME;. SHOES now
hiring for summer
employment. 20-40
hrs/wk. Must be
enthusiastic and selfmotivated. Flexible hours.
Please apply in person.
252-4361, Crossroads
Center.
UNIVERSITY PUBLIC
SAFETY is taking
applications for the '96'97 school year.
Applicants must have a
2.25 G.P.A. and be enrolled
in six or more credits.
Positions available include:
dispatching, parking
enforcement and patrol
officers. We offer flexible
scheduling and cornpetitive
wages. Applicants must
communicate effectively
with others and possess'"
good people skills.
Applications are available
in AS-102.

VERSATILE ARTIST
WANTED . From comi c
book styles such as Rip
Claw, Spawn . Also album
and CD covers for books on
tape and lndi Record Label
Company Funktheater.
(218) 746-383~.
WATERFRONT JOBS:
At privately-owned
children's summer camps ..
NY, PA and Maine. Need
skills in swimming,
waterskiing, sailing,
windsurfing and canoeing.
WSI, lifeguards helpful. Be
available June 18 thru Aug.
18. Call Arlene, (BOO)
443-6';1-28.
WHY WAIT UNTIL after
college for management
experience? · Atwood
Center is accepting
applications for Building
Manager through May 10.
Good pay, excellent
experience. Apply AMC,
room 110.
WORK OUTDOORS by
Lake Minnetonka. The
Lafayette Club needs a few
hardworking, prompt
individuals to join our golf
course/grounds team for
the '96 season. Experience
preferred, but not
required. Please call or
write: Lafayette Club,
Attn: John Harris, 2800
Northview Rd. P.O. Box
128, Minnetonka Beach,
MN 55361. (612) 4718493 ext. 39; direct line:
(612) 471-0341.

~
55 GALLON aquarium LN
1 00. Accessories sold
separately. B/O. 6548689, LM.
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desk. 240-1565. Ask for
Dan.

May 8 in the Mississippi
Room , Atwood.

PHATII Deepdish,
chrome , Dayton's rims 4sale. B/O. Shawn , 6560836.

DID YOU KNOW Delta
Sigma Phi national
fraternity maintains a1umni
connections across the
U.S.? Big-time
networking. Make your
first career move today.
253-9755.

I f • ii#ieitiiH
JESUS RULES.
JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. Jesus is alleged
to be God. God is a
slaugterer of his own
children. These are
Christian "perfect family
values." Jesus slaughters
humanity in a flood (Gen :
7:23). Jesus slaughters
everyone in Sodom and
Gomorrah (Gen. 19: 24,
25); Amaiak and his people
(Ex. 17: 8-16). Jesus
slaughters 3,000 Israelites
(Ex. 32: 27, 28). Jesus
slaughters 14, 700 Jews
(Num. 16: 44-49). Jesus
slaughters all the people of ·
Og (Num 21: 33-35);
24,000 people (NUM 25:
4-9). Jesus slaughters all
Midianite males (Num. 31:
6-12); the Ammonites
(Deut. 2: 19-21); the
Horims (Deut. 2: 22); all
Amorites men women and
children (Deut. 2: 33-35).
Jesus slaughters
completely the Hittites,
Girgashites, Amorites,
Canaanites, Perizzites,
Hivites, Jebusites (Deut.
7: 1-5) . Jesus slaughter
everyone in Jericho, but
on'e family; 12,000 people
of A (Josh. 8: 19-29); all
the people of Makkedah
(Josh 10:28). " Biblical
Errancy," by McKinsey.

FRANCE INFO. meeting
from 4:30 p.rT) to 5:30
p.m May 9 in the St. Croix
Room.
BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204 S.
Seventh St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk-ins welcome!
GET INVOLVED with
student government.
Meetings are held at 5 p.m.
every Thursday in the
Glacier Room, Atwood. For
more info. call 255-3751.
UT-VS TELEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for rnore
information.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Building
experience tor tomorrow."
All majors we_lcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
NEW ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :30 p.m. Tuesdays in
Newman Center, classroom

C.
PROFESSING TO BE
WISE, they became fools.
Romans 1 :22.

COMPUTER 1088.
Tandy 40 MG, 3 1/2 and 5
/14 drive. Includes
monitor, keyboard, mouse,
printer, mega software +
wps, games and more.
Great as a word processor.
Does everything, but
windows! First 495 takes.
654-868 , LM.

~

PACKARD BELL 486.
Computer, mouse,
speakers, CD-Rom, color
printer, software, modem .
$1,500 or B/O. Includes

ATTENTION men soccer
players: Interested in
playing soccer. fall quarter
'96? Attend Men's Soccer
Club info. meeting at 4 p.m.

GAY•FRIENDLY semi
formal from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. May 11 in the Quarry.
Free admission, donations
appreciated. Sponsored by
the LGBTRC. Call 6545166 for more info.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CULTURES! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's" Slipper Room,
Atwood .
STILL STARING out your
dorm room window? Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity has
planned loads of spring
quarter events. Check us
out today. 253-9755.

8-UY -CLASSIFIEDS
255*2l64
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Introducing The Amtrak· Explore America Fare.
Over 500 Destii,ations. Vnlimited Stopovers. One Low Price.
Plus Discou~ From Five Of Choice Hotels' Chains, Avis, And Amtrak°. When You Pay With VISA•.
1

Ok, you've survived lectures on the

Peloponnesian ~
War and your
'i
midterms, so grab your
-~
-rollerblades or hiking boots ~- _
:::
and head for the nearest
~ :;:. -=- ~ _
Amtrak station. There's a
world of adventure waiting for you, and getting
there has never" been more fun. Or a
better value. Our spring fares with
unlimited stopovers start at just
$158 round-trip, and only
~
· more for summer..
~ $50
1

~w

What's more, when you pay with VISA,
you'll also get:
·
• 5% off Amtrak sleeping accommodations.

Ir~

('Not applicable to fares)
• 10% off rack rate or an upm. v.
grade to a Senior Room at ~ Rodeway Inns and Econo
Lodges. Or to a11 Executive
Room at Clarion Hotels and Quality
Inns.
• 10% off rack rate at Sleep Inns.
• Up to $20 off, free weekend rental
day, or free upgrades from Avis.

__3

And with the Student
~~~
Advantage card you'll get an
4'b.~~
.
additional t5% off Amtrak
ab..
fares. For more information
~
call 1-800-96-AMTRAK
So whether it's the briiht lights of New York
City or the beaury of the Grand Canyon, the
Amtrak Explore America Fare will give you the
inside track to the scenic route.
But hurry. Seats are limited! See your travel
agent, stop by any Amtrak station, or call

e

1-800-USA-RAIL.

AMTRAK

IF IT'S NO' CHRONICLE, IT'S Goo>!
University Chronicle. Och, it's a fine newspaper. Ye
know ye want te' read it, so don't delay. :Qick oop a
copy at yer' nearest newsstand, and prepare te' be
impressed.
Ah, lads and lasses, we're now accepting applications
fer next year's positions. If ye want te' gain
some valuable experience, stoop by £,tewart·
ball Room 13 and have a go. Yell no' regret
it, l assure ye.

listen to the Scotsman. Call
University Chronicle at 255-4086,
or stop by the Chronicle office in
Stewart Hall Room 13.
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